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Cover Photo:
Fuji Electric supports people’s lives by providing systems, 
components and solutions in a variety of fields. For example, 
our products include (1) electrical equipment for the N700S 
Series Shinkansen trains*, (2) automotive RC-IGBT modules, 
(3) “SignAiEdge” on-site diagnostic equipment, (4) positive 
pressure control system for stores, (5) PCS for large-scale 
photovoltaic power generation and (6) engineering work and 
key equipment for the Muara Laboh Geothermal Power 
Plant** in Indonesia.
(* Photo courtesy of Central Japan Railway Company)
(** Photo courtesy of PT. SEML)
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In FY2019, Fuji Electric launched our new 5-year “Reiwa Prosperity 
2023” Medium-Term Management Plan, which will last until FY2023, the 
year of our 100th anniversary. Following this plan, Fuji Electric is pro-
moting research and development that contributes to creating customer 
value and solving social issues on the basis of one of our management pol-
icies: “Through our innovation in energy and environment technology, 
we contribute to the creation of a responsible and sustainable society.”

This special issue is a compilation of the technical achievements of 
FY2019 and summarizes our outlook for the future.  We hope that this 
special issue will serve as a reference for our readers.
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America
Fuji Electric Corp. of America

Sales of electrical machinery and equipment, semiconductor devices, drive control 
equipment, and devices 

Tel +1-732-560-9410
URL https://americas.fujielectric.com/

Reliable Turbine Services LLC
Repair and maintenance of steam turbines, generators, and peripheral equipment

Tel +1-573-468-4045 
Fuji SEMEC Inc.

Manufacture and sales of door opening and closing systems
Tel +1-450-641-4811

Asia
Fuji Electric Asia Pacifi c Pte. Ltd.

Sales of electrical distribution and control equipment, drive control equipment, and 
semiconductor devices 

Tel +65-6533-0014
URL http://www.sg.fujielectric.com/

Fuji SMBE Pte. Ltd.
Manufacture, sales, and services relating to low-voltage power distribution 
board(switchgear, control equipment)

Tel +65-6756-0988 
URL http://smbe.fujielectric.com/ 

Fuji Electric (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Sales and engineering of electric substation equipment, control panels, and other 
electric equipment 

Tel +66-2-210-0615 
URL http://www.th.fujielectric.com/en/

Fuji Electric Manufacturing (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Manufacture and sales of inverters (LV/MV), power systems (UPS, PCS, switching 
power supply systems), electric substation equipment (GIS) and vending machines

Tel +66-2-5292178 
Fuji Tusco Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of Power Transformers, Distribution Transformers and Cast 
Resin Transformers

Tel +66-2324-0100 
URL http://www.ftu.fujielectric.com/ 

Fuji Electric Vietnam Co.,Ltd. *
Sales of electrical distribution and control equipment and drive control equipment 

Tel +84-24-3935-1593 
URL http://www.vn.fujielectric.com/en/ 

Fuji Furukawa E&C (Vietnam) Co., Ltd. *
Engineering and construction of mechanics and electrical works 

Tel +84-4-3755-5067 
Fuji CAC Joint Stock Company

Provide the Solution for Electrical and Process Control System
Tel +84-28-3742-0959 
URL www.fujicac.com 

PT. Fuji Electric Indonesia
Sales of inverters, servos, UPS, tools, and other component products 

Tel +62 21 574-4571 
URL http://www.id.fujielectric.com/

P.T. Fuji Metec Semarang
Manufacture and sales of vending machines and their parts 

Tel +62-24-3520435 
URL http://www.fms.fujielectric.com/ 

Fuji Electric India Pvt. Ltd.
Sales of drive control equipment and semiconductor devices 

Tel +91-22-4010 4870 
URL http://www.fujielectric.co.in 

Fuji Electric Consul Neowatt Private Limited
Development, manufacuture, engineering, sales and servicing of UPS, Stabilizers, 
Active Harmonic Filters and other component products

Tel +91-44-4000-4200
URL https://www.india.fujielectric.com/

Fuji Gemco Private Limited
Design, manufacture, sales, and engineering for drive control systems 

Tel +91-129-2274831 
Fuji Electric Philippines, Inc.

Manufacture of semiconductor devices 
Tel +63-2-844-6183 

Fuji Electric Sales Philippines Inc.
Sales of energy management systems, process automation systems, factory 
automation systems, power supply and facility systems, and power generation

Tel +63-2-541-8321 
URL https://www.ph.fujielectric.com/

Fuji Electric (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
Manufacture of magnetic disk and aluminum substrate for magnetic disk 

Tel +60-4-403-1111 
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.my/ 

Fuji Electric Sales Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Sales of energy management systems, process automation systems, factory 
automation systems, power supply and facility systems, and vending machines

Tel +60 (0) 3 2780 9980 
URL https://www.my.fujielectric.com/ 

Fuji Furukawa E&C (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. *
Engineering and construction of mechanics and electrical works 

Tel +60-3-4297-5322 
Fuji Electric Taiwan Co., Ltd.

Sales of semiconductor devices, electrical distribution and control equipment, and 
drive control equipment 

Tel +886-2-2511-1820 

Fuji Electric Korea Co., Ltd.
Sales of power distribution and control equipment, drive control equipment, 
rotators, high-voltage inverters, electronic control panels, medium- and large-sized 
UPS, and measurement equipment 

Tel +82-2-780-5011 
URL http://www.fujielectric.co.kr/ 

Fuji Electric Co.,Ltd. (Middle East Branch Offi ce)
Promotion of electrical products for the electrical utilities and the industrial plants 

Tel +973-17 564 569
Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. (Myanmar Branch Offi ce)

Providing research, feasibility studies, Liaison services 
Tel +95-1-382714 

Representative offi ce of Fujielectric Co., Ltd. (Cambodia)
Providing research, feasibility studies, Liaison services 

Tel +855-(0)23-964-070
■Equity-method Affi liates
Fuji Furukawa E&C (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Design and installation contracting for electric facilities construction
Tel +66-2-308-2703

Europe
Fuji Electric Europe GmbH

Sales of electrical/electronic machinery and components 
Tel +49-69-6690290 
URL https://www.fujielectric-europe.com/ 

Fuji Electric France S.A.S
Manufacture and sales of measurement and control devices 

Tel +33-4-73-98-26-98 
URL https://www.fujielectric.fr/en

Fuji N2telligence GmbH *
Sales and engineering of fuel cells and peripheral equipment

Tel +49 (0) 3841 758 4500

China
Fuji Electric (China) Co., Ltd.

Sales of locally manufactured or imported products in China, and export of locally 
manufactured products 

Tel +86-21-5496-1177 
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/ 

Shanghai Electric Fuji Electric Power Technology 
(Wuxi) Co., Ltd.

Research and development for, design and manufacture of , and provision of 
consulting and services for electric drive products, equipment for industrial 
automation control systems, control facilities for wind power generation and 
photovoltaic power generation, uninterruptible power systems, and power electron-
ics products

Tel +86-510-8815-9229
Wuxi Fuji Electric FA Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of low/high-voltage inverters, temperature controllers, gas 
analyzers, and UPS 

Tel +86-510-8815-2088 
Fuji Electric (Changshu) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture and sales of electromagnetic contactors and thermal relays 
Tel +86-512-5284-5642 
URL http://www.csfe.com.cn/ 

Fuji Electric (Zhuhai) Co., Ltd.
Manufacture and sales of industrial electric heating devices 

Tel +86-756-7267-861 
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/fez/

Fuji Electric (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Manufacture and sales of photoconductors, semiconductor devices and currency 
handling equipment 

Tel +86-755-2734-2910 
URL http://www.szfujielectric.com.cn/

Fuji Electric Dalian Co., Ltd.
Manufacture of low-voltage circuit breakers 

Tel +86-411-8762-2000 
Fuji Electric Motor (Dalian) Co., Ltd.

Manufacture of industrial motors 
Tel +86-411-8763-6555 

Dailan Fuji Bingshan Vending Machine Co.,Ltd. 
Development, manufacture, sales, servicing, overhauling, and installation of 
vending machines, and related consulting 

Tel +86-411-8754-5798 
Dalian Fuji Bingshan Smart Control Systems Co., Ltd.

Energy management systems, distribution systems, and related system engineer-
ing

Tel +86-411-8796-8340 
Fuji Electric (Hangzhou) Software Co., Ltd.

Development of vending machine-related control software and development of 
management software 

Tel +86-571-8821-1661 
URL http://www.fujielectric.com.cn/fhs/

Fuji Electric FA (Asia) Co., Ltd.
Sales of electrical distribution and control equipment 

Tel +852-2311-8282 
Fuji Electric Hong Kong Co., Ltd.

Sales of semiconductor devices and photoconductors 
Tel +852-2664-8699 
URL http://www.hk.fujielectric.com/en/

Hoei Hong Kong Co., Ltd.
Sales of electrical/electronic components 

Tel +852-2369-8186 
URL http://www.hoei.com.hk/

Overseas Subsidiaries
* Non-consolidated subsidiaries
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President and Chairman of the Board of Directors

KITAZAWA, Michihiro

Contribute to the Creation of a  
Responsible and Sustainable 
Society Centered on Power 
Electronics Systems and Power 
Semiconductors Businesses

Preface

First of all, I would like to express my deep-
est sympathy to those who have been infected with 
COVID-19, and I am especially grateful to the medi-
cal workers  and to all those who are supporting us 
in our daily lives.

Since the founding of Fuji Electric in 1923 on 
the joint funding and technical collaboration of 
Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd. and the German com-
pany Siemens AG, we have been innovating energy 
and environment technologies and contributing to 
the world in the field of industrial and social infra-
structure.

Today, the world is experiencing various 
changes such as those related to climate change, 
urbanization, and demographic changes due to ag-
ing populations. As a result, companies are required 
more than ever to actively work to resolve these is-
sues as members of society.

Our corporate philosophy involves “contribute 
to prosperity,” “encourage creativity” and “seek 
harmony with the environment.” In fiscal year 
2019, we announced our Environmental Vision 
2050 based on the framework for achieving the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and re-
ducing greenhouse gas emissions in order to miti-
gate global warming in accordance with the Paris 
Agreement. At the same time, we started a new 
five-year medium-term management plan called 
“Reiwa Prosperity 2023,” which has fiscal 2023 as 
its final year, the year of our Centennial.  This plan 
expresses our desire to work together with society to 
achieve prosperity through our energy and environ-
ment businesses, and to contribute to the creation of 
a sustainable society by simultaneously achieving 
economic growth while resolving social and environ-
mental issues.

We are expanding our system businesses, which 
are contributing to solving energy and environmen-
tal issues.  We are concentrating our resources on 

the power electronic system and power semicon-
ductor sectors, which we see as growth areas and 
pursuing synergies between these technologies by 
combining high-efficiency equipment that make use 
of key devices with our cultivated engineering ser-
vices, optimal control technologies, and IoT technol-
ogies.  As the electrification of automobiles acceler-
ates, we have been strengthening our development 
and production capacity of power semiconductors for 
xEVs.  In addition, we have also made a full-scale 
market deployment of exhaust gas cleaning systems 
for ships in response to environmental regulations.

COVID-19 has created an unexpected situation, 
and we now find ourselves in a period of time where 
we are being required to make behavioral changes.  
Even during these difficult times, I will continue 
to prioritize the safety and health of our employees 
and their families.  We will work as a team to take 
on the challenge of strengthening our research and 
development and manufacturing capabilities from a 
medium- to long-term perspective based on the con-
cept of “turning difficulties into opportunities.”

Fuji Electric’s corporate philosophy includes the 
slogan, “To be enthusiastic, ambitious and sensi-
tive.”  In this regard, we have an “enthusiastic de-
sire” to contribute to society by creating new tech-
nologies and products, a willingness to face all types 
of challenges with “ambitious goals,” and the “sen-
sitivity” to appreciate and cherish our customers, 
colleagues and family members who support us.  In 
particular, I believe this “sensitivity” is in our com-
pany’s DNA.

This slogan is the anchorage for our teams of 
diverse members, as we strive to contribute to the 
creation of a responsible and sustainable society.  As 
Fuji Electric works to achieve its goals, we would 
like to ask  all of our stakeholders for their contin-
ued support and understanding.
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Fuji Electric is promoting research and develop-
ment that creates customer value and helps solve social 
issues based on our management policies of contribut-
ing to the creation of a responsible and sustainable 
society through innovation in energy and environment 
technology.  We are committed to the following initia-
tives: developing new products in line with our business 
strategy, developing global products to expand our busi-
ness on a worldwide scale, reinforcing our R&D subject 
exploration based on technical marketing, pursuing co-
creation by strengthening technology promotion, and 
enhancing core technologies and human resource devel-
opment based on our medium- to long-term perspective.  
In recent investment in research and development, we 
are continuously concentrating resources on the grow-
ing field of mobility, such as the automobile and railway 
sectors, as well as products and technologies aimed at 
strengthening our competitiveness in markets outside 
Japan.

The following is some of our main initiatives in 
each business field.

In the energy field of power electronics systems en-
ergy, we develop components such as voltage regulators 
and large-capacity uninterruptible power systems, as 
well as their application systems.  These products are 
based on our large-capacity power electronics and en-
ergy monitoring and control technologies and have been 
delivered to the social infrastructure and the industrial 
markets to respond to the challenges of voltage and fre-
quency fluctuations caused by the expanding introduc-
tion of distributed power sources and the diversification 
of loads.

In the field of power electronics systems industry, 
we use IoT to connect distinctive components, such as 
the inverters, servos, measuring equipment and control 
equipment, which make intensive use of power electron-
ics technology.  We also use the latest control technol-
ogy and cutting-edge analytics and AI to develop sys-
tems for factory automation, productivity improvement, 
and energy savings, contributing to value creation.  
“SignAiEdge” on-site diagnostic system, equipped with 
analytics and AI, which is toward domestic market of 
Japan, visualizes issues at production sites to improve 
productivity.  We have developed and delivered main 
circuit electrical equipment and full-active damper 

drive systems for the N700S Series Shinkansen trains 
operated by Central Japan Railway Company.  The full 
active damper drive system realizes comfortable ride.  
It has been integrated into the vibration control system 
that has been newly introduced in the N700S Series to 
balances the lateral vibration of the railcar.

In the field of electronic devices, we have devel-
oped product lines of 7th generation IGBT-IPMs, large- 
capacity RC-IGBT modules, SiC hybrid modules and 
All-SiC modules that contribute to low power loss (high 
efficiency), compactness and high reliability of power 
electronics equipment.  In addition, we have commer-
cialized automotive RC-IGBT modules that will contrib-
ute to the downsizing, weight reduction and efficiency 
enhancement of electric and hybrid electric vehicles and 
are developing next-generation technologies.

In the field of power plants, we have been develop-
ing thermal, geothermal, hydro, solar, wind, and other 
power plant systems that contribute to achieving a low-
carbon society and electricity infrastructure resilience.   
Furthermore, we undertook an engineering, procure-
ment and construction (EPC) contract to provide the 
Moka Power Plant operated by Kobelco Power Moka 
Inc. with gas turbine combined cycle power plant.  The 
equipment started operations in October 2019.  This 
plant is the Japan’s first large-scale inland gas-fired 
power plant, contributing to the strengthening of en-
ergy infrastructure.  We undertook another EPC con-
tract to provide the Suzuran Kushiro-cho Solar Power 
Plant with Japan’s largest mega solar system with 
storage battery.  The plant started commercial opera-
tion in February 2020.  Equipped with large-capacity 
lithium-ion batteries and an power fluctuation mitiga-
tion system, the plant satisfies the output fluctuation 
regulations of Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc., which 
is known to have some of the strictest control quality 
regulations in the world.

In the field of food and beverage distribution, we 
have developed vending machines, cold beverage dis-
pensers, and store equipment that promote conve-
nience, labor savings and energy savings.  Our thick-
ened automatic tea servers can help elderly people 
prevent accidental swallowing and reduce the workload 
at medical and nursing care sites.  Positive pressure 
control systems for retail stores help maintain clean 

To Create New Values and Solve Socio-Environmental 
Issues, Enhancing Digital Technologies as Well as 
Refining Real-World Technologies

KONDO, Shiro
Managing Executive Officer, Corporate General Manager, Corporate R&D Headquarters
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and comfortable commercial spaces by controlling the 
intrusion of outside air and dust.  They also contribute 
to air conditioner energy savings and help reduce the 
amount of time required to clean floor surfaces and air 
conditioning filters.  

Next, we will introduce our common fundamental 
and advanced technologies.  In the field of simulation 
technologies, we have developed a technology for pre-
dicting the behavior of droplets and liquid films.  This 
technology will improve the efficiency of steam turbines 
and facilitate the design of compact SOx scrubbers for 
ships.  In the field of power electronics technologies, 
we have been conducting research on ultra-high power 
density power units by combining advanced technolo-
gies such as those related to insulation, bonding, heat-
ing and cooling, SiC power semiconductors and pack-
aging.  In addition, we have developed an insulation 

reliability evaluation technology to verify the insulation 
of equipment under composite environmental stress 
with the aim of creating safe power electronics equip-
ment.  In the field of power semiconductor technologies, 
we have been conducting research on next-generation 
technologies such as SiC-SJ-MOSFETs and vertical 
GaN-MOSFETs.  In the field of AI technologies, we are 
expanding AI applications, such as the technology for 
visualizing the diagnosis reason in appearance inspec-
tion systems.  

Fuji Electric is refining real-world technologies as a 
manufacturer while enhancing the latest digital tech-
nologies to create new customer value and solve social 
and environmental issues.  Through our innovation in 
energy and environment technology, we contribute to 
the creation of a responsible and sustainable society.
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Main power  
converter

Traction 
motor

Main 
transformer

Full-active
damper drive system

Fuji Electric SiC power 
semiconductor module

(Photo courtesy of Central Japan Railway Company)

Central Japan Railway Company plans to 
manufacture the new next-generation N700S 
Series Shinkansen train and enter the serv-
ice in July 2020.  Fuji Electric completed the 
performance evaluation of the equipment us-
ing verification test trains and delivered the 
main circuit electrical equipment (main power 
converters, traction motors and main trans-
formers) and newly adopted full-active damper 
drive system (inverters, small motors) for use 
in the commercial railcar.

The main features are as follows:
(1) The railcar uses Fuji Electric’s SiC devices 

for the main power converters, six-pole trac-
tion motors, and revised cooling system for 
the main transformers, helping the entire 
drive system reduce the weight by approxi-
mately 20%.

(2) A full-active damper drive system supplies 
oil pressure to the dumper by driving the 
oil pressure pump of the vibration control 
system using a small motor.  The damper  
drive system balances the lateral vibration 
of the railcar and realizes comfortable ride.

Electrical Equipment for the N700S Series Shinkansen 
Trains Operated by Central Japan Railway Company

Fuji Electric has developed automotive re-
verse-conducting IGBT (RC-IGBT) chips that 
meet the needs of compact, high power density 
automotive modules.

RC-IGBT is a semiconductor device that 
integrates an IGBT and FWD on a single 
chip. It not only reduces the number of chips 
in the module, but also has the advantage of 
reducing the chip area and thermal resist-
ance. Therefore, adopting RC-IGBTs can re-
duces the size and weight of the modules. We 
optimized the structure of the chip to reduce 
loss and thermal resistance. This means that 
modules equipped with these automotive RC-
IGBTs achieve a 15% increase in power density 
compared with previous products, while also 
achieving an industry-leading power capacity 
rating of 750 V/1,200 A and a power density of 
700 kVA / L.

Automotive RC-IGBT Chip for  
Automotive Modules 
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(b) Conventional system(a) Regenerative system
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In recent years, data centers have increas-
ingly required certification by a consulting 
company to oversee test operation methods. 
UPSs have been required to perform run-
ning at 100% load for 8 hours, and 30-minute 
overload tests on-site, and have traditionally 
leased a dummy load to perform the tests. The 
“UPS7000HX-T4F” can streamline on-site 
testing and reduce costs by adding a regenera-
tive function to the UPS.

The key features are as follows:
(1) The test can be completed between the 

UPSs connected in parallel, eliminating 
the need for a dummy load and temporary 
cables.

(2) The power consumption during the test is 
reduced to only the UPS power loss, which 
is approximately 90% less than before, be-
cause the power that is released as thermal 
energy in a dummy load is no longer needed.

“UPS7000HX-T4F” with Regeneration 
Capability 

The occurrence of large-scale power out-
ages in Japan has emphasized the importance 
of having a stable power supply and resilient 
power systems. Electric power utilities and re-
search institutes require tools for power sys-
tems, including distributed power sources, to 
verify future concepts, predict cases of failure, 
ascertain instability phenomena, and verify 
countermeasures.

Fuji Electric has developed the “A1” power 
system simulator entry model to simulate a 
transmission system consisting of power sta-
tions and transmission lines with a miniature 
model. It can simulate what happens in the 
system in real time and quickly analyze the 
basic characteristics of the transmission sys-
tem, such as voltage characteristics, frequency 
characteristics and stability. It can also be ex-
tended and utilized in the analysis of the im-
pact of distributed power sources on the system 
and the verification of measures through sys-
tem protection and control. In addition, we plan 
to develop a simulator for distribution systems.

“A1” Power System Simulator Entry 
Model 
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In order to improve the maintainability 
and reliability of the 77-kV housing-type sub-
station built in the 1970 s, we completely re-
newed the 77-kV equipment, including the gas 
insulated switchgear (GIS) as the main equip-
ment, transformers, and monitoring panels.

The main features are as follows:
(1) By utilizing an outdoor GIS (for 21 lines), 

the installation space is reduced to approxi-
mately 30% that of the existing cubicle.  
The local control cubicle of the GIS was con-
stantly filled with dry air to maintain a pos-
itive pressure in the panel to prevent salt 
damage, dew condensation formation and 
dust infiltration due to the outdoor environ-
ment.

(2) The transformer utilizes a vacuum valve on-
load tap changer that eliminates the need 
for a live-line oil purifier, thus reducing 
maintenance and extending the service life 
of the transformer.

(3) The system uses a digital busbar protec-
tion device to provide advanced protection 
and can be flexibly adapted to existing lines 
with different current transformation ratios 
simply by changing the software.

Renewal of the 77-kV Substation at the 
Kakogawa Works of Kobe Steel, Ltd.

(a) Odakyu 5000 Series railcar and door drive system

(b) Tsukuba Express TX-3000 Series railcar and door drive system

Fuji Electric has delivered a highly reli-
able door drive system designed for Odakyu 
Electric Railway’s 5000 Series and Metropolitan 
Intercity Railway Company’s Tsukuba Express 
TX-3000 Series of new railcar.  Both series of 
railcar started commercial operations in March 
2020.

The main features of the system are as fol-
lows:
(1) By using a door drive system platform, it 

has become possible to maintain a high level 
of industry-proven reliability while easily 
changing open-close times and operation be-
havior after detecting obstructions between 
the biparting doors.

(2) By equipping the door drive system with the 
following compatibility features shared with 
conventional railcar pneumatic door drive 
systems and the electric door drive systems 
of other companies, the system contributes to 
reducing the work burdens of the train crew 
and maintenance personnel:
(a) The location of the emergency release 

handle and the operating direction
(b) Conventional on-vehicle communica-

tions systems

Door Drive System for Odakyu Electric 
Railway Co., Ltd. and the Tsukuba Express of 
Metropolitan Intercity Railway Company
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Fuji Electric contributes to the develop-
ment of the manufacturing industry by devel-
oping numerous variable-speed controllers that 
meet the diverse demands of users, including 
the need for faster manufacturing processes, 
higher quality products and more stable opera-
tions. In recent years, amidst the advance of 
international standardization, we have devel-
oped the “FRENIC4000VM6” low-voltage in-
verter for industrial use that complies with the 
new Japanese Industrial Standards that adopt 
a conformity assessment system based on in-
ternational standards.

It is compatible with our previous 
“FRENIC4000VM5R” model in terms of di-
mensions and interfaces. Up to 12 inverters 
can be installed per panel, which not only saves 
space, but also allows for the renewal of each 
individual unit. In addition, while maintaining 
the functions of the previous model, the new 
model comes with enhanced protection and op-
eration monitoring functions, thereby further 
reducing maintenance work for the user.

“FRENIC4000VM6” Low-Voltage 
Inverter for Industrial Use

Deliveries of the “FRENIC4600FM6e”  
medium-voltage variable frequency drives 
(VFDs) are increasing in China and other 
parts of Asia as Fuji Electric continues to ex-
pand the product line of the Series. Against 
this backdrop, we have developed an ultra-high 
capacity model using VFD parallel control to 
meet the needs of soft starters for large-scale 
irrigation plants.

The main features are as follows:
(1) Voltage, capacity: 11 kV, 35 MVA (two VFDs 

in parallel)
(2) We have established a parallel control 

technology that synchronizes the timing 
of PWM switching within 3 μs using high-
speed optical communications and have re-
duced the size of the reactor that couples the 
output part of each VFD.

(3) Synchronizing with the system’s power sup-
ply phase has also been stabilized with re-
spect to the sensorless control used in syn-
chronous motor driving, enabling the VFD 
to achieve short-time synchronous input.

(4) Manual synchronous input is possible, tak-
ing into consideration synchronization fail-
ures and mechanical adjustments due to 
commissionings.

35-MVA Ultra-High Capacity Soft 
Starter for Irrigation Plant in India
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So far, Fuji Electric has offered 1,000-V 
DC and 1,000-kW power conditioning systems 
(PCSs) for photovoltaic power generation in 
Japan. On the other hand, current photovoltaic 
systems in Southeast Asia and elsewhere tend 
to reduce the number of installed PCSs by us-
ing high voltage photovoltaic panels and high 
voltage, high capacity PCSs, reducing costs. 
To meet these needs, Fuji Electric has devel-
oped the “PVI1500CJ-3 /2500” PCS for photo-
voltaic power systems outside Japan. It accepts 
a higher voltage of 1,500 V DC and has a high 
capacity of 2,500 kW. Equipped with an out-
door panel structure that complies with IP55 
dust and water resistance standards, the unit 
structure of the main circuit reduces the size 
of the system, enabling it to achieve the world's 
smallest installation area.

In addition to third-party certification 
based on IEC standards, we also plan to acquire 
grid-connection standards in Thailand and the 
Philippines (Thailand: PEA Interconnection 
Code; Philippines: Philippine Grid Code) to ex-
pand the deployment of the system, especially 
in Southeast Asia.

1,500-V DC Power Conditioning-System for 
Large-Scale Photovoltaic Power Generation

P630

P638

P644

P639

P629

Fuji Electric has developed the 7th- 
generation “X Series”  IGBT-IPM (X Series 
IPM) to meet the market’s demand for power 
converters with small size, low power dissi-
pation and high performance. Power dissipa-
tion is lower for the X Series IPMs than  the 
“V Series” IPMs by approximately 10%  on ac-
count of their 7th-generation chip technology 
and control circuit technology. In addition, 7th-
generation packaging technology and control 
circuit improvements expand the upper limit 
of the junction temperature during continu-
ous operation from 125°C to 150°C, enabling 
an increase in output current by approximately 
30%. The X Series IPM is also the first in the 
industry to feature a temperature warning 
function that outputs an external alarm signal 
when the IGBT junction temperature reaches 
150°C or higher. This function allows the power 
converter to reduce the output so that the IPM 
continues to operate, thereby helping it avoid 
decreases in machine tool productivity due to 
sudden power converter stoppages or elevating 
machinery stoppages.

“X Series” 7th-Generation IGBT-IPMs
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Fuji Electric undertook an engineering, 
procurement and construction (EPC) contract 
to provide the Moka Power Plant operated by 
Kobelco Power Moka Inc. with gas turbine com-
bined cycle (GTCC) power plant (two 600 MW 
class). Commercial operation was started for 
Unit-1 in October 2019 and Unit-2 in March 
2020.

This is the first large-scale inland gas-
fired power plant in Japan. There is no tsu-
nami risk and it plays a significant role as a 
large-scale power source in a decentralized 
location. It was selected as a case study for a 
power plant that contributes to the resilience 
of Japan’s land and energy infrastructure by 
the Cabinet Secretariat and the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry. Unlike conven-
tional coastal power plants, this power plant is 
also equipped with large air-cooled condensers. 
It is a high-efficiency power generation system 
that uses the most advanced gas turbines com-
bined with Fuji Electric’s steam turbines and 
power generators.

Start of Commercial Operation of Unit-1 
and Unit-2 at the Moka Power Plant

In recent years, power converters with 
high carrier frequencies are increasing to fa-
cilitate small size and high efficiency of power 
electronics equipment. Likewise, there has 
been increased demand for power conversion 
modules suitable for high-speed switching op-
erations.

To meet these market needs, Fuji Electric 
has developed the “VW Series” IGBTs based on 
the 6th-generation “V Series” IGBT technol-
ogy to provide high-speed switching  and high 
short-circuit resistance (equivalent to the V 
Series IGBTs). High-speed SiC hybrid modules, 
integrating the VW Series IGBTs with SiC-
SBDs, allow for even higher carrier frequency 
operation due to the reduction of turn-off and 
turn-on losses.

High-Speed SiC Hybrid Modules
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Fuji Electric undertook an engineering, 
procurement and construction (EPC) contract 
for the Suzuran Kushiro-cho Solar Power 
Plant, which came online in February 2020. 
This power plant has an AC-interconnected 
rating of 59.4 MW and is one of the largest so-
lar power plants with storage battery in Japan. 
Approximately 300,000 solar modules (panel 
capacity of 92.2 MW DC) have been installed 
on around 163 ha of land in Kushiro-cho, 
Kushiro-gun, Hokkaido. In order to meet the 
output fluctuation regulations (1% per minute) 
required by Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc., 
25-MWh lithium-ion batteries are co-located 
with Fuji Electric’s power fluctuation mitiga-
tion system.

Planned regular maintenance will be 
carried out to ensure that power selling busi-
nesses can continue to use this system for the 
next 20 years.

Start of Operation of Japan’s Largest 
Mega Solar System with Storage Battery

The Muara Laboh geothermal power plant 
(generating capacity: 85.26 MW) at Sumatra, 
Indonesia began commercial operation in 
December 2019. Fuji Electric was responsible 
for the engineering of the entire plant and pro-
curement of the main equipment in this project. 
The products we delivered included steam tur-
bines and generators, electric motors and con-
trol panels (TGR).

The geographical conditions of the power 
plant are extremely harsh, as it is located in 
the mountains at an altitude of about 1,400 m, 
approximately 150 km from the nearest port 
on a mountain road. We worked in cooperation 
with Rekayasa Industri (REKIND), a local en-
gineering company, to successfully complete 
on-site work, which included transportation, 
installation guidance and commissioning.

The geothermal turbines are highly re-
garded by both private and state-owned power 
producers in Indonesia, enjoying a market 
share of approximately 50% in the country.

Start of Commercial Operations of Muara 
Laboh Geothermal Power Plant in Indonesia

Courtesy of PT.SEML
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Fuji Electric has developed a numerical 
method for estimating the behavior of droplets 
and liquid films that impact the performance 
of products, such as droplets hitting the mov-
ing blades in the low pressure stage of a steam 
turbine, as well as droplets hitting the wall of a 
ship’s scrubber and forming a liquid film.

We derived the appropriate combination 
of analytical methods, such as the Lagrangian 
multiphase flow and liquid film models, and 
calculation conditions by verifying experiment 
results. After this, by taking into consideration 
the formation and refinement of the liquid films 
caused by the droplets hitting the wall and the 
re-scattering of the droplets from the liquid 
films, we were able to evaluate the arrival posi-
tion of the droplets, the amount of liquid out-
flow and the pressure loss of the background 
gas.

This technology can be applied to enhance 
the efficiency of steam turbines by improving 
the structure of the drain catcher. In addition, 
this enabled us to achieve an extremely com-
pact design for the scrubber, while also improv-
ing its droplet removal performance.

Technology for Estimating the Behavior of 
Droplets and Liquid Films Using Fluid Simulation

Fuji Electric has developed an automatic 
tea server that uses in-cup mixing. This tea 
server can provide thickened beverages that 
can help elderly people and others who have 
difficulty in swallowing prevent accidental 
swallowing. It provides stable preparation 
of thickened beverages and at the same time 
saves space. Furthermore, it helps to lighten 
the workload of medical and nursing care fa-
cility personnel, enabling all people to enjoy 
drinks with peace of mind at any time.

The main features are as follows:
(1) In addition to non-thickened drinks, it pro-

vides three levels of consistency to accom-
modate the user’s ability to swallow.

(2) It is the first automatic tea server equipped 
with an in-cup mixing mechanism that ena-
bles the preparation of high-viscosity thick-
ened beverages.

(3) For safety and security, it comes with a lock 
mechanism for the dispensing door and a 
cup mechanism for automatically feeding 
paper cups.

Automatic Tea Server for Thickened 
Beverages Using In-Cup Mixing
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(a) High-efficiency fin (b) Irregular pitch fin-tube group arrangement

Fuji Electric has developed a new type of 
low-power consumption, high-efficiency air-
cooled condenser in order to reduce the size 
and increase the net power output of geother-
mal binary power plant that drive the turbine 
by evaporating low-boiling point working fluid 
with geothermal energy (steam and hot water). 

We evaluated and verified the performance 
of the condenser of a newly developed fin shape 
and fin-tube group arrangement with a com-
pact performance test equipment.  This newly 
developed air-cooled condenser enables both a 
reduction in the site area and an increase in 
net power output. 

The main features are as follows:
(1) Improves heat exchange performance by 

34% compared with conventional flat fins 
by utilizing a uniquely developed high- 
efficiency fin that is inclined in the pipe ax-
ial direction from the base of the fin to the 
tip.

(2) Reduces the power consumption of the fan 
by 17% by using an irregular pitch for the 
fin-tube group arrangement compared with 
the conventional regular pitch.

High-Efficiency Air-Cooled Condenser
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Energy Management
In the energy management field, Fuji Electric offers 

the combination of energy management systems, such 
as power supply-demand management systems and 
distribution-automation systems, such as switchgear, 
transformers, protection relays. These products are 
based on our core technologies of large-capacity power 
electronics and energy monitoring and control.

In Japan, it is expected that there will be demand 
in the social infrastructure sector and other industries 
to renew facilities that have been in operation for more 
than 30 years.  At the same time, new power systems 
are being studied to expand the introduction of renew-
able energy sources in order to achieve a sustainable 
society.  In Southeast Asia and the Middle East, where 
social infrastructure and factories are being developed, 
we are actively strengthening our overseas production 
bases to meet the expected inflow of capital investment 
in power systems.

In the transmission and distribution system field, 
we delivered 168-kV gas insulated switchgear (GIS) 
to a power company.  The GIS utilizes a three-phase 
encapsulated gas insulated bus (GIB) with a length of 
more than 80 m to connect to the secondary side of the 
transformer.  The GIB of this substation goes across 
the on-premises road, it is curved three-dimensionally 
and installed with large-displacement bellows in key 
areas to absorb expansion and contraction due to heat.  
In addition, we replaced an extra-high voltage 77-kV 
housing-type substation that was built in the 1970s.  By 
utilizing an outdoor GIS, we reduced the cubicle instal-
lation space by approximately 30% compared with the 
conventional one and used a vacuum-switch load tap-
changer to save labor for maintenance and extend the 
service life.

In the power distribution systems field, we are pro-
viding a variety of equipment and systems that help 
achieve a balance between the use of renewable energy 
and a stable supply of electricity.  In order to solve the 
issue of voltage rises due to the increased use of dis-
tributed power sources, Fuji Electric collaborated with 
Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc. to develop a voltage 

regulator installed at power distribution substations. 
The voltage regulator utilizes a magnetic flux con-
trolled variable reactor that can continuously adjust 
the inductance despite the simple configuration consist-
ing of only windings and iron cores.  We also delivered 
a power control system that stabilizes the operation of 
high-efficiency lean-burning gas engine generators by 
suppressing load fluctuations with storage batteries. 
We confirmed the effectiveness of the system to sig-
nificantly reduce voltage and frequency fluctuations.  In 
addition, we developed the “A1” power system simulator 
entry model to simulate grid phenomena in real time in 
order to meet the demand from electric power utilities 
for a tool to verify power systems, including distributed 
power sources.  This simulator facilitates the verifica-
tion of future concepts for power systems, as well as 
predict cases of failure and verify countermeasures for 
ascertained instabilities and other phenomena.  In ad-
dition, we have developed a voltage regulating relay 
that is characterized by high environmental and noise 
resistance performance in compliance with electric 
power standards.  A single unit can perform voltage 
control of dual busbar systems.  

We will continue to contribute to the market by uti-
lizing new technologies in the development of customer 
solutions that meet the increasing needs of power stabi-
lization.

Power Supply and Facility Systems
In the power supply and facility system field, there 

has been increasing usage of cloud services in recent 
years. Against this backdrop, we provide power systems 
that combine transformers, switchboards, and uninter-
ruptible power systems (UPSs) to customers in the in-
dustrial sectors in Japan and abroad, particularly data 
centers where investment is flourishing. We deliver 
these products as a comprehensive electrical equipment 
solution that includes installation construction and 
maintenance services.

For data center facilities, we are developing UPSs 
that are characterized by their increased capacity, 
space savings and ability to ensure continuous system 
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operations.  As the facilities increase in scale, we have 
developed a UPS with regeneration capabilities to meet 
the demand for more efficient and economical commis-
sioning.  In addition, in response to various needs for 
economical and highly reliable systems, we have been 
delivering catcher systems that combine a block of 
parallel-connected regular UPSs with a block of backup 
UPSs.

For used in high-rise buildings, we delivered elec-
trical systems that combine substation equipment, non-
utility power generation equipment, and UPSs, con-
cerned with reliability and visualization.  For airports, 

we have provided outdoor cubicles and distribution sys-
tems that achieve improved reliability and safety while 
taking into account measures to mitigate recent types 
of weather-related disasters.

Fuji Electric will develop electrical equipment, such 
as a large-capacity modular UPS, high-efficiency trans-
formers and switchboards, and offer comprehensive 
electrical equipment solution that combines these com-
ponents. We will thus quickly respond to the increasing 
scale of data centers and the diversification of regional 
characteristics and needs in growing industrial fields 
in Japan and abroad, contributing to the market.

Substation busbar (6.6 kV, 3    , 3 W)

CT

CB

1,500 kvar
6.6 kV

Control
equipment

(DC)

Magnetic flux-controlled
voltage regulator

DC

AC power supply

VT

φ

Fig.1  Voltage regulator for installation at power distribution substations

1  Voltage Regulator Utilizing Magnetic Flux Controlled Variable Reactor
Fuji Electric and Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc. have 

jointly developed a voltage regulator that utilizes a mag-
netic flux controlled variable reactor in order to solve the 
challenges of voltage rises caused by the increased use of 
distributed power supplies and the diversification of loads.  
Conventionally, voltage regulators have been installed on 
the utility poles of distribution lines, but we have developed a 
type that has an increased capacity to improve their voltage 
regulation effect, which are used for distribution substations.  
The main features are as follows:
(1) The rated voltage is 6.6 kV, which is the same as that of 

the secondary side of distribution substations.  The rated 
capacity has been increased from 300 kvar to 1,500 kvar.

(2) The main circuit has a simple configuration consisting of 
only windings and iron cores, but still allows for the in-
ductance to be adjusted continuously.

(3) The configuration eliminates the use of cooling fans and 
harmonic filter capacitors, which need regular mainte-
nance, thereby helping to make the unit highly reliable.

(4) The control device is equipped with measuring and moni-
toring functions.

Energy Management

Fig.2  Electrical control system

2  Electrical Control System Using Gas Engines and Storage Batteries
Fuji Electric developed an electrical control system to im-

prove the power supply of high-efficiency lean-burn gas en-
gines in off-grid operation.  This electrical control system con-
sists of a bi-directional power conversion system (PCS) for 
storage batteries, grid connection equipment and the control 
unit.  This system uses a NAS battery® as the storage bat-
tery.

By using multiple models of gas engines in combination 
with the electrical control system, we confirmed that load 
fluctuations were damped regardless of the gas engine model 
and that the voltage and frequency fluctuations of the off-grid 
system were improved significantly.  Furthermore, by using 
this system, it is also possible to reduce the re-closing-time 
for grid-independent loads (critical loads).
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Fig.3  “F-MPC3000 Series” voltage regulating relay

3  Digital Voltage Regulating Relay (Unit Type) Compliant with Electric Power Standards
Fuji Electric has developed and released the “F-MPC3000 

Series” voltage regulating relay of unit type that is compliant 
with electric power standards.  The main features are as fol-
lows:
(1) High environmental and noise resistance performance 

that comply with the electric power standards B402, JEC-
2500, 2501 (2010).

(2) A single unit supports both constant integration and de-
viation integration methods, enabling users to choose a 
method according to their needs.

(3) Comes standard with a voltage recording function for re-
cording up to 14 days of voltage fluctuations, allowing us-
ers to analyze the power system voltage.

(4) The unit is compatible in shape with conventional models 
(DQVBB, DUYVVR, and DUYUDVAN) and can be used 
for retrofit.

(5) The product is available with two 90-relay elements that 
enable a single unit to perform voltage control for dual 
busbar systems.

Energy Management

Fig.4  168-kV encapsulated gas insulated bus

4  168-kV Gas Insulated Switchgear for Japanese Power Company
Fuji Electric has delivered a 168-kV gas insulated switch-

gear (GIS) to a Japanese power company.  The GIS utilizes 
a long three-phase encapsulated gas insulated bus (GIB) to 
connect to the secondary side of the transformer.  The GIB 
had to be raised to a height of 5 m above ground level in the 
substation to allow large vehicles to pass through the road  
located between the GIS and a transformer.

Therefore, the GIB is curved three-dimensionally, with a 
total length of more than 80 meters over two lines.  Bellows 
are incorporated into the key points of the GIB to absorb large 
expansion and contraction due to temperature.  The GIB  
is supported by cylindrical piping that is designed in consid-
eration of appearance and ease of construction.

A 36-kV transformer tertiary GIS and 120-kV neutral 
point GIS, delivered to the substation at the same time, are 
currently in operation.

Regular
UPS

Regular
UPS

Backup
UPS

Regular
UPS

Regular
UPS

Load Load Load Load

Fig.5  Common backup catcher system

1  Catcher UPS for a Data Center
Two (N *+1) parallel redundant UPS systems for data 

centers have the highest reliability and component redun-
dancy.  However, this type of configuration poses economic 
challenges.

As a result, Fuji Electric delivered to a certain data 
center a common backup system that uses a catcher UPS that 
is both economical and highly reliable.  The system consists of 
five UPSs that include four parallel-connected regular UPSs 
and one backup UPS, each of which is the three-phase, four-
wire “7000HX Series” with 400 V, 500 kVA output.  If one of 
the regular UPSs that normally supplies power stops supply-
ing power due to a failure or other reason, the system can 
catch it and switch to the backup UPS to continue supply-
ing power.
*N :  A set of UPSs that supplies the necessary amount of power 

to the load

Power Supply and Facility Systems
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Fig.6  Monitoring and operation panel for ultra high voltage systems

2  Ultra High Voltage Substation Equipment for High-Rise Buildings
Fuji Electric has delivered electric systems such as sub-

station equipment, in-house power generation equipment and 
uninterruptible power systems for use in high-rise buildings.  
In response to the recent demand for high reliability and vis-
ualization, we delivered the system that can detect and re-
spond to abnormalities more reliable and faster than previ-
ous systems.  The main features are as follows:
(1) Improved reliability with duplex system
™Duplex parallel control to facilitate power outage recovery
™Duplex programmable controllers (PLC)
™Duplex external I /O signals
(2) Visualization for fast detection of and response to abnor-

malities
™Comes with a mosaic panel equipped with an illumina-

tion display that shows the status of the main circuitry and 
equipment, as well as system failures.

™Comes with a programmable display to show control sta-
tus and results.

Power Supply and Facility Systems

Fig.7  Outdoor cubicle-type high-voltage substation equipment

3  Distribution System for Japanese Airport
In conjunction with the expansion of the runway at Naha 

Airport, Fuji Electric delivered to the airport a distribution 
system consisting of an outdoor cubicle-type high-voltage sub-
station equipment characterized by its high reliability, safety 
and countermeasures against weather-related disasters.  The 
main features are as follows:
(1) In the event that one of the lines suffers an accident, the 

system’s two-line power receiving system automatically 
transmits power from the healthy line, thus shortening 
outage times.

(2) The circuit breakers in the cubicle are equipped with in-
terlocks and clear warning signs in order to prevent mis-
operation.

(3) The system comes with thin hoseproof galleries at the front 
and rear of the ventilation ports of the cubicle as a counter-
measure against rainwater intrusion during storms.

(4) The paint color was specified to be easily visible from air-
craft, since it is installed near the runway.

Fig.8  “SVE170”

1  “SVE170” Sealed High-Voltage Contactors
The spread of DC power distribution systems and electric 

vehicles has led to the demand for DC circuit contactors to in-
crease rapidly.  These types of contactors are required to be 
compact yet safely used for high currents.

To meet these requirements, Fuji Electric has developed 
and started mass production of the new “SVE170” with a rat-
ing of 450 V DC, 170 A as a product of the same product line 
as the “SVE135” (135 A) sealed high-voltage contactor char-
acterized by its unique contact structure.  The main features 
are as follows:
(1) The rated current is increased from 135 A to 170 A while 

maintaining the same external size as the existing 
SVE135.

(2) Comes with the industry’s highest overcurrent capacity of 
20 kA, features a non-polarized main circuit and has the 
same breaking performance in both the forward and re-
verse directions.

Electric Distribution, Switching and Control Devices
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Power Electronics  
Systems Industry

The power electronics systems industry combines 
power electronics products with measuring equipment, 
control equipment, and Internet of Things (IoT) technol-
ogy to create systems that contribute to all industrial 
fields through automation and energy savings.

Automation
In the field of automation, Fuji Electric offers invert-

ers, rotating machines, measuring equipment and FA 
components that contribute to automation, visualization 
and energy savings in production facilities, as well as 
control systems that combine these components with IoT.

In the field of factory automation, we have developed 
the “SignAiEdge” as an on-site diagnostic system that 
promotes the digitization in the manufacturing industry 
through the use of IoT.  This edge controller is inte-
grated with a display unit equipped with analytics and 
is operated by touch panels.  This equipment diagnostic 
system is easily introduced in at factories, contributing 
to the optimization of production sites.

The system solution using an “OnePackEdge sys-
tem,” which provides from data collection to analysis 
services, makes it possible to expand the number of de-
vices used to collect information, enhance analysis capa-
bilities, and increase the range of applications.

We have also developed an AC/ DC power supply for 
control panels that has an input of 100 to 240 V AC and 
output of 24 V DC.  It is equipped with (1 + 1) built-in re-
dundancy, minimizes wiring, has a rack-mounted struc-
ture and reduces power supply space by up to 50%.  In 
the field of marine vessels, we have expanded the line-up 
of exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) for ships that 
comply with sulfur oxide (SOX) and particulate matter 
(PM) regulations.  In addition to S, M, and L sizes, we 
have developed 2L and XL sizes for large cargo ships to 
support different engine powers.

In the field of plant automation, we added an ultra-
high capacity 35-MVA model to our line-up of the 
“FRENIC4600FM6e” medium-voltage variable fre-
quency drives (VFDs) for irrigation plants outside Japan.  
In addition, we have developed the “PVI1500CJ-3 /2500” 
PCS for photovoltaic power generation.  It achieves a 

high voltage of 1,500 V DC and large capacity of 
2,500 kW.

In the field of drive control systems, we have devel-
oped the “FRENIC4000 VM6” low-voltage inverter for 
industrial use that is compliant with new standards and 
comes with enhanced protection and operation monitor-
ing functions while maintaining compatibility with pre-
vious products.  Furthermore, we also supplied a steel 
company with a wound-rotor induction motor that has 
the exact external dimensions and electrical specifica-
tions as existing equipment.  We successfully completed 
all of the replacement work in a short period of time.  In 
addition, we delivered approximately 200 inverters, 350 
motors, 10 programmable controllers, and 150 control 
panels to a non-ferrous metal company for use on contin-
uous heat treatment and surface treatment lines for pro-
duction of aluminum sheets for automobiles, while also 
improving the performance, reliability, maintainability 
and safety of the system.

In the field of measurement and control systems, we 
developed the “MICREX-VieW XX (Double X)” that ex-
pands the scale of monitoring and comes with enhanced 
functions, such as support for operators’ monitoring and 
operations and creation of graphics panel applications to 
facilitate plant operations and improve plant engineer-
ing efficiency.  When replacing the monitoring and con-
trol system for a steel plant, we integrated the control 
system with the MICREX-VieW XX to improve opera-
tors’ work traffic paths and centralized management of 
monitoring conditions.  As a result, the plant improves 
safety and maintainability.  In addition, we delivered a 
boiler combustion solution package that can be added to 
existing control systems to improve boiler efficiency, as 
well as a measurement and control system for chemical 
plants that comes with a client-server configuration to 
facilitate future integration of new and old plants.

Information Solutions
In the field of information solutions, we provide tools 

and systems that use IoT technology to promote stream-
lining, productivity improvements and energy savings in 
municipalities and companies while supplying informa-
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tion and control systems to the entire Fuji Electric 
Group.

Our manufacturing data utilization solutions can 
refer to multiple factories in real time without impacting 
operations to accumulate and analyze plant operation 
information, helping improve quality and operational ef-
ficiency.  We also provide heat EMS solutions as visual-
ization systems that aim to save energy and reduce CO2 
emissions of steam-based facilities.

Social Solutions
In the field of social solutions, we offer electrical 

equipment for railcars and radiation management sys-
tems, contributing to the safety, security and energy 
savings of social infrastructure.

In the field of railcars, we delivered main circuit 
electrical equipment (main power converter, traction mo-
tor, main transformer) for next-generation Shinkansen 
N700S Series trains, which are scheduled to begin com-
mercial operations in July 2020.  In addition to the elec-
trical equipment, we also delivered newly adopted full-
active damper drive systems balancing the lateral vibra-
tion of the railcar and realizing the comfortable ride.

For door drive systems, we applied our door drive 
system platform to provide customers with compatible 
features with the current commercial railcars, aimed to 

reduce work burdens for train crew and maintenance 
personnel while maintaining industry-proven reliability.  
Moreover, we developed and delivered door drive sys-
tems and auxiliary power supplies to customers outside 
Japan in compliance with the RAMS (EN 50126 /  IEC 
62278) international standards for reliability, availabil-
ity, maintainability and safety, and the functional safety 
standards of the railway software (EN 50128 /  IEC 
62279).

Field Services
As for field services, we are offering facility mainte-

nance optimization solutions that utilize IoT and analyt-
ics and AI, as well as conventional types of maintenance 
services, such as periodic inspections and repairs.

For example, we have commercialized a LAN vibra-
tion sensor as a new addition to the line-up of the 
“Wiserot” anomaly symptom monitoring system for ro-
tating machines with the purpose of ensuring stable op-
eration of customer equipment.  The system is equipped 
with a bearing abnormality criteria Q-value as a diag-
nostic technology specific to rotating machines.  It can 
also be used in conjunction with conventional wireless 
vibration sensors and enables operation according to the 
installation environment and purpose.

Fig.1  “Web/SNMP Card II”

1  New “Web/SNMP Card II” Network Card
The spread of server virtualization and factory IoT has 

been expanding the use of networks for data center equip-
ment and manufacturing equipment.  To connect uninter-
ruptible power systems (UPSs) used to protect the power 
supplies for these equipment, Fuji Electric has released the 
“Web/SNMP Card II” as an optional product that can be 
plugged into UPSs.

The network card is secured by advanced encryption 
(TLS1.2) and supports high-speed communications (1Gbps), 
ensuring the safe use in data centers.  When using a virtual 
system, the management system has conventionally required 
a dedicated server to enable communications (SSH) for direct 
linkage.  However, this network card can be used by simply 
plugging it into a UPS, thereby eliminating the need for dedi-
cated servers and reducing the initial cost of systems.

Automation
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40 A × 
2 units

10 A × 
2 units

(a) AC/DC power 
supply

(b) Comparison of the configurations 
in controlboards

Developed
product

Empty
space

utilization

Empty
space

utilization

Conventional
product

Fig.2  AC/DC power supply for control panels

2  AC/DC Power Supplies for Control Panels
Conventionally, AC/ DC power supplies for control pan-

els have been mounted on a commercially available DIN rail 
and multiple units were combined using an electric circuit to 
provide redundancy. This type of configuration causes the is-
sue of increasing the volume of control panels. Fuji Electric 
has thus developed an AC/ DC power supply for control pan-
els that can avoid the issue. The main features are as follows:
(1) (1 + 1) built-in redundancy, minimized wiring and rack-

mounted structure reduce the power supply volume by 
50%.

(2) Parallel use enhances the power supply capacity, making 
it possible to increase the functionality and scale of con-
trol panels.

(3) Supports input of 100 to 200 V AC and output of 24 V DC, 
and is available in three models with output currents of 
10 A, 20 A and 40 A

Automation

DC power
supply
16.1 to 45.0 V

Load resistance
250 Ω or higher

FCX Series
pressure

transmitter

Bluetooth
HART modem

Android devices

HART configurator

HART
communications

signal

4 to 20 mA

Communicator software
for FCX Series pressure transmitters

Fig.3  Example of system configuration

3  “FCX Series” Pressure Transmitter Communicator Software
Fuji Electric has developed the communicator software 

(application) for the “FCX Series” pressure transmitters  
running on Android devices.  Conventionally, a dedicated 
handheld communicator was used to change the measure-
ment range, monitor measurement data and perform self- 
diagnostics during facility maintenance.  Now the same func-
tionality can be achieved by simply installing this application 
on a commercially available Android device.  The main fea-
tures are as follows:
(1)  Can be used on commercially-available Android devices. 

The application is available for free download from the 
Internet.

(2)  Supports Bluetooth HART modems, enabling remote con-
trol and monitoring via Bluetooth.

(3)  The settings of the pressure transmitter (unit identifi-
cation number, calibration records, measurement range, 
etc.) can be managed digitally.

Fig.4  External appearance of the motor

4  Wound-Rotor Motor for R1 & 2 Mill at Aichi Steel Corporation
Fuji Electric delivered wound-rotor motor to the Kariya 

Plant of Aichi Steel Corporation in order to replace the R1 & 
2 rolling mill.  To reuse the existing peripheral equipment, 
including cables, the external dimensions and electrical spec-
ifications of the new motor had to match the existing motor 
delivered approximately 60 years ago.  Replace work was per-
formed in accordance with these requirements and the motor 
started commercial operations exactly on schedule.

The main specifications of the motor are as follows:
(1)  Output: 1,500 kW
(2)  Primary side voltage: 3,300 V
(3)  Rotational speed: 446 r/min
(4) Starting method: Secondary resistance starting with  

existing liquid resistor
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Fig.5  External appearance of the motor

5  Synchronous Motor for Compressors at Ube-Maruzen Polyethylene Co., Ltd.
Fuji Electric has replaced the synchronous motor for com-

pressors (6 kV, 1,650 kW, 32-pole) and accompanying electri-
cal equipment for Ube-Maruzen Polyethylene Co., Ltd.  The 
main features are as follows:
(1)  The installation location of the motor is in a Class I 

hazardous area where combustible gases are present. 
Therefore, the motor was designed to be housed in a pres-
surized enclosure to prevent combustible gases from en-
tering the system.

(2)  The direct excitation system is used to reduce the size of 
the motor.  In addition, the installation dimensions of the 
new and old motors are the same, eliminating the need 
for foundation work.  As a result, construction was com-
pleted within the limited equipment shutdown period.

Automation

Fig.6  “LEONIC-M700”

6  Replacement of the DC Motor Control Equipment for the Rolling Mill Motor at Aichi Steel Corporation
Fuji Electric restored the DC motor control equipment for 

the rolling mill motor at Aichi Steel Corporation.  We replaced 
the analog control equipment delivered in 1978 with the  
digital control equipment “LEONIC-M700” and “LEONIC-M 
Compact,” with the DC motor (410 kW) remained to be used.  
The DC motor control equipment is controlled by a program-
mable controller (PLC), and the speed control responsiveness 
was improved.  By using existing cables for both the AC and 
DC sides, the control panels are downsized and combined 
with existing equipment.  This enabled us to complete the  
replace work in a short period of time.  The main specifica-
tions are as follows:
(1)  LEONIC-M700:  

Output up to 3,300 kW and voltage from 220 to 750 V 
DC

(2)  LEONIC-M Compact:  
Output up to 450 kW and voltage from 220 to 440 V DC

Fig.7  Continuous heat treatment and surface treatment line

7  Electrical Equipment of the New Process Line for UACJ Corporation’s Fukui Works.
Fuji Electric delivered electrical equipment for the con-

tinuous heat treatment and surface treatment line (CALP 
facility) used in the production of aluminum sheets for au-
tomobiles at the Fukui Works of UACJ Corporation.  The lat-
est control system provides high performance, reliability and 
maintainability, as well as additional features, such as safety 
functions.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  The system consists of approximately 200 inverters, 350 

motors, 10 PLCs, 150 controlboards, control software and 
a monitoring and control system, providing high-speed 
data collection and remote monitoring of the plant. 

(2)  Equipotential bonding (IEC 60364-4-44) was applied to 
the grounding system as an electromagnetic compatibil-
ity (EMC) measure.

(3)  The functional safety of the facilities was ensured by con-
structing a device shutdown circuit according to the risk 
level of the equipment.
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Fig.10  Secondary-refining plant monitoring and control system

�  Replacement of Secondary-Refining Plant Monitoring and Control System at a Steelworks
Fuji Electric has completed the renewal of a secondary-

refining plant monitoring and control system at a steelworks 
in just five days, the period of equipment shutdown agreed to 
by the customer.  The secondary-refining plant monitoring 
and control system consisted of a distributed control system 
(DCS), while the control system of the auxiliary facilities con-
sisted of individual pieces of equipment, including operation 
and monitoring panels, digital controllers and PLCs.  During 
this project, the monitoring and operation systems were inte-
grated and replaced with the “MICREX-VieW XX.”  This has 
enabled centralized management of the monitoring and oper-
ation of the secondary-refining plant and auxiliary facilities, 
while also improving operator flow lines, operational safety 
and equipment maintenance.  In addition, the deployment of 
“f(s) NISDAS” data collection and analysis support package 
software has made it possible to collect plant data at high 
speeds and store large amounts of data, improving produc-
tivity and quality.

(a) Configuration example
(b) Long-term waveform display

(100 ms, 24-h display)

f (s)NISDAS7 API

Sever application

Server

Plant control system

Plant

Information LAN

Control LAN (SX-Net loop)

f (s)NISDAS7

IoT edge
(PC)

f (s)NISDAS7 API

Edge application

24 h

Fig.8  Configuration and sampling screen

8  “f(s) NISDAS7” Data Acquisition and Analysis Support Package Software
Fuji Electric has enhanced the functionality of  

“f(s) NISDAS7” data acquisition and analysis support pack-
age software that is used to stabilize the operation of facili-
ties and perform preventive maintenance.  As a result, it is 
now easier to access and utilize data from inside and outside 
the PC, which in turn makes it possible to streamline the 
commissioning, maintenance and analysis of production fa-
cilities.  The enhanced functionality is as follows:
(1)  Expansion of display and analysis functions

(a) Capable of displaying a large amount of data over a 
long period of time (long-term waveform display)

(b) Sequential display of the latest data and historical 
data

(c) Enhanced support for BCD codes
(2)  Expansion of the functionality for IoT edge devices

(a) Supports “SX-Net” loop connections to continue data 
acquisition even when cable disconnection occurs.

(b) Enables use of external applications via API connec-
tion.

Automation

Combustion 
control panel 
(POD + PLC)

Laser CO gas 
analyzer

*Fuji Electric has obtained a patent for this product’ s technology.

Boiler combustion 
solution package

Exhaust 
gas

Fuel

Air

Existing boiler 
control device

Boiler

Fig.9  Boiler combustion solution package

9  Boiler Combustion Solution Package Delivery and Introduction Effect
Fuji Electric provided a customer in Japan with the pack-

age that improved boiler efficiency by adding it to the exist-
ing control system.

Conventional boilers have been designed to use too much 
air volume for the theoretically required volume to prevent in-
complete combustion (generation of black smoke).  The pack-
age consists of a laser analyzer that quickly measures CO in 
exhaust gas in real time and a compact controller that uses 
proprietary operating logic.  It reduces the heat loss due to ex-
cess air by decreasing the air volume until a minute amount 
of CO was generated.  It also comes with a function to block 
the increase of CO due to external disturbances.

The results of the commissioning showed an efficiency im-
provement of approximately 0.3% for a 100-t / h boiler, which 
amounts to 172 kNm3 of yearly fuel reduction.
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Fig.11  Configuration diagram of a chemical plant’s measurement and control system

�  Measurement and Control Systems for Chemical Plants
In the chemical industry, demand for automotive mate-

rials and other highly functional products has grown sub-
stantially.  In response to these changes in demand, there 
has been a significant increase in the construction of new 
plants and the replacement of aging equipment.  Against 
this backdrop, one of our customers who had used the Fuji 
Electric’s “MICREX-VieW FOCUS” monitoring and control 
system also built a new plant to increase production.  The 
new plant employed a client-server system to facilitate the in-
tegration of the old and new plants.  Furthermore, high reli-
ability has been ensured through duplication of devices, such 
as the server and FL-net compliant LAN.  In addition, costs 
are reduced by sharing some of the equipment, such as the 
old plant’s raw material tanks, as well as brand management 
system “FLEX-BATCH.”

In addition to system integration, we will work together 
with our customers to optimize plant operations by providing 
IoT products, including operation support systems.

Automation
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Fig.12  Automatic generation of control software based on control function specifications

�  Functionality Enhancement for “HEART” High-Efficiency Engineering Support Tool
“HEART” is an engineering support tool that automat-

ically generates control software based on control function 
specifications created with Excel or Visio general-purpose 
OA software.  The expressions of the specifications include 
instrumentation loop diagrams, interlock block diagrams 
(IBDs), sequential function charts (SFCs) and time charts.

By newly adding control flow of operating procedure to 
the specification expressions, applicability has been improved 
to include a greater number of fields, such as garbage inciner-
ation and automatic boiler start-up.  Furthermore, the control 
flow of operating procedure can be automatically converted to 
software and its execution can be monitored on control func-
tion specifications.  In addition, HEART now comes standard 
with functions such as halt, forced termination and jumping 
to a specified process.  These help make engineering easy and 
efficient.

Information LAN

Engineering 
station
XES-3000

Database 
station
XDS-3000

Operator 
station
XOS-3000

Control 
station
XCS-3000

I/O

Control LAN

(2) Sticky notes 
function

(1) Increase 
of user TAGs

(3) FP editor 
function

Fig.13  Example of basic system configuration of the “MICREX-VieW XX”

�  Functionality Enhancement of the “MICREX-VieW XX (Double X)” Monitoring and Control System
Functionality has been expanded for the “MICREX-

VieW XX (Double X)” monitoring and control system to in-
clude functions such as a broader scale of monitoring, as well 
as support for operator monitoring operations and creating 
graphics panel applications.  The main features are as fol-
lows:
(1)  The number of user TAGs assigned to broadcast commu-

nications on the control LAN is expanded from 32,752 to 
65,535 to increase the number of plant monitoring points.

(2)  In response to on-site requests, the system now supports 
sticky notes functionality that enables operators to post 
comments, just like a sticky note, on the monitoring panel 
for operators on the next work shift to read.

(3)  Improves engineering efficiency by utilizing a newly de-
veloped faceplate (FP) editor feature that supports the 
creation of customer- and field-specific panel applications.
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Fig.14  Data flow diagram for manufacturing data utilization solution

1  Manufacturing Data Utilization Solution
Fuji Electric has developed a manufacturing data utiliza-

tion solution. The solution collects data, which include equip-
ment operating status, product quality, and facility behavior, 
from MES servers, PLCs, and servos. It then stores the data 
in a data lake and analyzes them to help improve quality, 
increase operational efficiency, and speed up complaint han-
dling.

The solution enables real-time reference to multiple 
plants without affecting operations, and thereby offers the 
following features: enhanced operational efficiency through 
management of operating conditions, improved design qual-
ity through identification of factors that affect product qual-
ity, and traceability to facilitate immediate response to com-
plaints. In addition, by calculating the optimal solution based 
on the condition of the equipment, it performs condition-based 
maintenance (predictive maintenance).

The solution can be applied to manufacturing industries 
with assembly, material processing or a mixture of both.

Information Solutions
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Fig.15  Example of installed system configuration 

2  Heat EMS Solution
Fuji Electric is developing solutions for saving energy 

and reducing CO2 emissions by quantitatively visualizing 
the heat balance and types of waste heat of steam facilities 
with the aim of commercializing the solutions by the end of 
FY2020.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  Uses a clamp-on flowmeter, which can measure steam 

without contacting it, making no impact on productivity.
(2)  Ascertains the current status of heat energy efficiency 

by quantitatively monitoring in real time the amount of 
steam consumption and the amount of various types of 
waste heat generated by the facilities.

(3)  Grasps the status of deterioration in energy efficiency 
through data analysis using production results and facil-
ity capacity design values and automatically extracts the 
deterioration factors and factor locations to clarify chal-
lenges.

Fig.16  Jakarta MRTJ railcar

1  Electrical Equipment for Jakarta MRTJ Railcar
Fuji Electric has been recognized for its proven track 

record in Asia of delivering door drive systems and auxiliary 
power supplies, as well as the reliability of the railcar that 
uses these electric equipment.  Based on our reputation, we 
received the order through Nippon Sharyo, Ltd. to deliver 768 
door drive systems for 16 consists, each comprising 6 cars, as 
well as 32 auxiliary power supplies for Mass Rapid Transit 
Jakarta (MRTJ) as the first subway system in Indonesia, 
scheduled to start of operations in April 2019.  The main fea-
tures are as follows [(2) and (3) are common to the electric 
equipment]:
(1)  Meets MRTJ’s requirements specifications (i.e., low noise 

level when opening and closing doors) using our door 
drive system as a platform.

(2)  Complies with the RAMS (EN 50126 /  IEC 62278) inter-
national standards for reliability, availability, maintain-
ability and safety.

(3) Complies with the functional safety standards of railway 
software (EN 50128 /  IEC 62279).

Social Solutions
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Fig.17  LAN vibration sensor

1  “Wiserot” Anomaly Symptom Monitoring System for Rotating Machines 
Fuji Electric has developed and commercialized a LAN 

vibration sensor as a new addition to the line-up of the 
“Wiserot” anomaly symptom monitoring system for rotating 
machines to help customers to stabilize the equipment opera-
tion.  This sensor uses a bearing abnormality criteria Q-value 
based on the diagnostic technology specific to rotating ma-
chines.  It can also be used in conjunction with conventional 
wireless vibration sensors and enables operation according 
to the installation environment and purpose.  The main fea-
tures of the LAN vibration sensor are as follows:
(1)  In contrast to conventional battery-powered, specified 

low-power wireless communication systems, this new 
wired sensor uses Ethernet communications to connect a 
single PC with up to 256 sensors.

(2)  The amount of transmissible data for analysis has been 
expanded from 4,096 points to up to 262,144 points, and 
the resolution of FFT frequency analysis has been signif-
icantly improved from 6.25 Hz to 0.09 Hz, making it pos-
sible to pinpoint the exact location of bearing failure.

Field Services
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Electronic Devices

Semiconductors

Disk Media

Semiconductors
The demand for energy continues to increase due to 

worldwide population growth and economic growth.  To 
mitigate global warming through CO2 emissions, there 
have been increasing expectations for power electron-
ics technology capable of contributing to energy savings 
and energy creation through efficient use of electric 
energy.  In recent years, demand for power semiconduc-
tors as key devices of power conversion systems has 
increased in a wide range of fields, including not only 
industrial equipment and home appliances, but also 
automobiles, solar power generation and wind power 
generation.  Fuji Electric has commercialized insulated 
gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) as typical devices used 
in power semiconductors and has innovated numerous 
types of technologies to achieve products that meet the 
needs for higher efficiency, miniaturization and higher 
reliability.

The latest 7th-generation “X Series” IGBT mod-
ules makes use of 7th-generation chip technology and 
packaging technology in an extensive line-up of prod-
ucts that have a rated blocking voltage from 650 to 
1,700 V.  We also developed the X Series intelligent 
power modules (IPMs) that come with built-in drive 
IC and protective functions for air conditioners, indus-
trial inverters and servo drives.  In addition to 7th- 
generation chip and packaging technologies, the prod-
uct’s control circuit technology has helped it achieve 
lower loss, smaller size and higher reliability than pre-
vious products.  Moreover, in addition to conventional 
IPM functionality, it comes newly equipped with the 
world’s first predictive maintenance function that out-
puts an alarm signal before sudden stoppages of power 
conversion system due to abnormalities.

Our reverse-conducting IGBTs (RC-IGBTs) inte-
grate an IGBT chip and a free wheeling diode (FWD) 
chip, allowing them to achieve even higher density.  
Fuji Electric has developed RC-IGBT modules for in-
dustrial use by combining RC-IGBT technology with 
X Series technology that uses 7th-generation chip and 
packaging technologies. We miniaturized this mod-
ules by reducing the temperature rise associated with 

higher density.
We are also developing products that use silicon 

carbide (SiC), which has been attracting attention in 
recent years as a next-generation semiconductor mate-
rial that will replace silicon (Si).  We have developed a 
high-speed hybrid module that combines a low-loss SiC 
Schottky barrier diode (SiC-SBD), instead of conven-
tional Si-FWD, with a Si-IGBT, which has high-speed 
switching characteristics.  In addition, we have devel-
oped SiC trench metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect 
transistor (MOSFET) chips and have created a line-
up of 1,200- to 3,300-V All-SiC modules.  These many 
technological innovations will help achieve efficient, 
compact and reliable power conversion systems.

In the field of automotive, we have developed 7th-
generation high-pressure sensors that improve high-
temperature pressure output accuracy and utilize a 
compact stainless steel diaphragm package.  They 
ensure operation at 150 °C, high accuracy and a wide 
pressure range, contributing to fuel efficiency, safety, 
and environmental performance regarding the tighten-
ing of emissions regulations.  

In the field of discrete products, we have created 
the new “XS Series” of 1,200-V, 40-A discret  IGBTs to 
meet the demand for efficient and small devices used in 
PCSs and UPSs.  These products have lower on-voltage 
and switching loss and are suitable for high-speed 
switching.  In addition, we have developed 1,200-V, 
75-A products and the TO-247-4 package series with 
sub-emitter terminals added.

As for ICs, in order to meet market demand for 
smaller power circuits, improved efficiency at light 
loads, and lower system costs, we have developed the 
“FA6C00N Series” LLC current resonant control ICs 
and “FA1B00N Series” critical conduction mode PFC 
control ICs. The FA1B00N Series comes with a built-
in control circuit that suppresses output voltage ripple, 
allowing the use of small capacity smoothing capaci-
tors, as well as improves efficiency at light loads. Using 
these ICs can reduce the number of components of a 
power circuit.
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Disk Media
The full-fledged adoption of big data analytics has 

contributed to data being generated worldwide at a 
rapid annual growth rate of about 30%, and this is 
creating demand for extra-large capacity data storage.  
Nearline HDDs are being used as primary storage for 
hyper data centers. This is helping to support the de-

mand for data storage, but there is still need for higher 
capacities.  Fuji Electric has begun full-scale mass 
production of 3.5-inch magnetic recording media for 
nearline HDDs.  We plan to continue to develop mag-
netic layer and reliability technologies to provide the 
market with high-capacity magnetic recording media, 
contributing to the development of the IT society.

Fig.1  “Dual XT” 1,200 V / 1,000 A

1  “Dual XT” RC-IGBT Module for High Power Industrial Applications
In response to market demands for higher capacity and 

improved reliability of IGBT modules, Fuji Electric devel-
oped and started mass producing the “Dual XT” (1,200 V / 
1,000 A).  This module is a part of our line-up of 1,200-V 7th-
generation “X Series” reverse-conducting IGBT (RC-IGBT) 
modules for industrial use that utilize RC-IGBTs featuring 
IGBT and FWD functionality on a single chip.

The maximum rated current of “Dual XT” has been ex-
tend to 1,000 A from conventional 6th-generation “V series” 
600 A by utilizing the new developed technology.  In addition, 
it significantly reduces the increase in junction temperature 
during overload, motor lock and low-frequency operation.  
This contributes to a further increase in the power output 
and lifespan of power conversion systems.

Semiconductors

Fig.2  3.3-kV SiC hybrid module

2  3.3-kV SiC Hybrid Modules
In recent years, power conversion equipments have been 

widely used in a variety of fields.  As a result, there has been 
demand for more compact equipments that deliver higher 
outputs.  To meet these market requirements, Fuji Electric 
developed a 3.3-kV SiC hybrid module that uses a 7th- 
generation “X Series” Si-IGBT chip and a 1st-generation SiC-
SBD chip.  The collector-emitter saturation voltage VCE (sat) of 
the X Series IGBT is improved by approximately 1.2 V com-
pared with existing IGBTs to significantly reduce steady-
state loss.  In addition, switching losses are  significantly re-
duced through the use of SiC-SBDs.  These improvements 
allow equipment to increase output and operate with high 
switching frequency.  High switching frequency operation en-
ables the reactors and capacitors in a filter circuit to be mini-
aturized, facilitating equipment size reduction.
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Fig.3  “FA1B00 Series”

3  “FA1B00 Series” 4th-Generation Critical Conduction Mode Power Factor Correction Control ICs
Switching power supplies with output capacities greater 

than 75 W need to use a power factor correction (PFC) cir-
cuit to meet harmonic current regulations. They are also 
required by the market to reduce standby power and to be 
compact.  To meet these demands, Fuji Electric has devel-
oped the “FA1B00 Series” 4th-generation critical conduc-
tion mode PFC control ICs. These ICs have a new trapezoi-
dal wave control system for input current.  The input current 
ripple is smaller than that of a conventional sine wave, al-
lowing the output capacitor capacity of a PFC circuit to be re-
duced while satisfying harmonic current regulations.  This 
makes it possible to replace conventional electrolytic capaci-
tors with small-volume ceramic capacitors, contributing the 
miniaturization of power supply units.  Similar to previous 
products, they are also have bottom skip and burst control 
functions that improve efficiency at light loads, resulting in 
low standby power.

Semiconductors

Pressure sensor cell
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Fig.4  7th-generation automotive high-pressure sensor

4  7th-Generation Automotive High-Pressure Sensor Reference: FUJI ELECTRIC REVIEW 2019, vol. 65, no. 4, p. 249

Fuji Electric has developed a 7th-generation high- 
pressure sensor for automotive applications that supports 
harsh automobile environments.  It is used to measure the oil 
pressure of an automatic transmission.  The sensor operates 
with high accuracy even in environments with a maximum 
operating temperature of 150°C and measuring pressure of 
6 MPa.  In order to improve its high temperature characteris-
tics, we developed a new chip with a dual gate MOS transistor 
distinguished by its reduced leakage current to be mounted 
in the sensor.  Furthermore, it makes use of a package with a 
double diaphragm structure featuring an additional stainless 
steel diaphragm to improve measurement accuracy and relia-
bility at high pressures.  Its resistance to noisy environments 
(transient voltage surges) also meets international stand-
ards*.  We plan to actively promote the adoption of this sensor 
in the global market.
* ISO 7637 (2011) Pulse1, 2, 3a, 3b LEVEL-III
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Fig.5  Improvement in the characteristics of 2nd-generation SiC-SBDs (vs. previous products at 650 V)

5  2nd-Generation SiC-SBD Technology
Fuji Electric is developing a 2nd-generation SiC Schottky 

barrier diode (SBD) chip with low on-voltage characteristics 
and high surge current capability. By significantly reducing 
the thickness of the device compared with 1st-generation SiC-
SBDs and optimizing the surface structure of the device us-
ing a proprietary process technology, the 650-V device is de-
creased in on-voltage by 15% and increased in surge current 
capability to 175%.

We plan to continue to develop mass-producible discrete 
products that incorporate 650-V and 1,200-V 2nd-generation 
SiC-SBD chips.
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Fig.7  Positive charge organic photoconductor

7  Surface Potential Stability Improvement for Positive Charge Organic Photoconductors
Photoconductors are the primary component responsible 

for the image quality of electrophotographic equipment, such 
as electrophotographic printers and copiers.  Manufacturers 
of electrophotographic equipment are shifting the focus of 
their development efforts from low-cost monochrome ma-
chines to high-value-added color ones.  In order to better sta-
bilize the color balance in color machines, there is growing 
demand to improve the stability of various surface potentials 
such as exposure potential and halftone potential. 

In order to prevent degradation of surface potential sta-
bility, Fuji Electric was particularly challenged on how to 
deal with degradation caused by oxidation of functional mate-
rials, as well as fatigue of functional materials caused by con-
tinuous printing.  These challenges were simultaneously ad-
dressed by developing new charge transport materials with 
high mobility and low potential fluctuation due to ozone and 
NOX exposure.  As a result, the fluctuation of the exposure po-
tential is reduced by 80 % compared with previous products.

Fig.8  Magnetic recording media

1  Magnetic Recording Media for Nearline HDDs
The demand for data storage continues to grow with the 

rise of technologies that leverage big data, such as IoT and 
AI.  HDDs are expected to continue to occupy most of the re-
cording capacity in data centers.  Nearline HDDs for data 
centers are required to have the world’s highest level of re-
cording density and reliability.  Therefore, Fuji Electric has 
enhanced write-ability by optimizing the multi-layered mag-
netic layer structure and improved recording density by re-
ducing the magnetic particle exchange interaction and nar-
rowing the distance between the head and the magnetic layer.  
Furthermore, we improved corrosion resistance and durabil-
ity by reducing the surface roughness and increasing the sur-
face hardness of the media.  By using these technologies, we 
got customer qualification for 1.78 TB platter media for near-
line HDDs.  We plan to continue to develop technologies that 
achieve higher recording densities and help facilitate the de-
velopment of a super-information-oriented society.

Disk Media

(b) Structural diagram(a) External appearance
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Fig.6  Automotive direct water cooling module

6  4th-Generation Direct Water Cooling Package Technology for xEVs
In the automobile industry, the development and spread 

has been accelerating for electric vehicles (xEVs), such as 
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs), 
which run on electric motors.  This has led to the need for 
power modules with high power density (small, and lighter 
weight, high output) to improve fuel efficiency.

Fuji Electric’s 4th-generation aluminum direct water  
cooling package is improved in exothermicity by using a 
three-dimensional shape for the cooling fins to create highly 
heat-conductive flow channels.  In addition, Fuji Electric has 
developed a wiring technique that utilizes a lead frame in-
stead of the conventional aluminum-wire based main circuit 
wiring on the semiconductor device.  As a result, power den-
sity per volume is improved by 36% compared with the 3rd-
generation products, achieving a higher output and smaller 
size for automotive modules.

Semiconductors
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Power Generation

Thermal and Geothermal Power Generation

Hydro Power Generation

Nuclear Related Equipment

New Energy

Amidst the mounting concerns on global warming 
in the power generation industry, various initiatives 
are being made to expand renewable energies and make 
them a main source of power.  In Japan, the power 
sector is also emphasizing the importance of disaster 
preparedness and resilience.  In addition, revisions 
to lower the price of the “Feed-in Tariff Scheme for 
Renewable Energy” (FIT) have led to increased demand 
for added value in the renewable energy sector, such as 
cost reductions, decentralization, and power storage ca-
pability.  Fuji Electric is also in the process of strength-
ening its competitiveness and ability to address the 
increasing needs of the renewable energy sector and is 
shifting its business focus to the renewable energy field.

In such a situation, we completed the construction 
of the Moka Power Plant (2 × 600 MW class) as Japan’s 
first large-capacity inland combined-cycle power plant.  
The power plant contributes to resilience of energy in-
frastructure.

In the field of geothermal power generation, we con-
tinue to receive orders in Japan for 15-MW class geo-
thermal power generation facilities.  Overseas, we have 
continued to receive orders from countries in Africa 
since 2018 for geothermal power generation facilities.  
We are striving both in Japan and abroad to further 
contribute to cleaner world.  

For after-sales services in the field of thermal and 
geothermal power generation, changing market con-
ditions have required even greater efficiency and op-
eration life extension of existing power generation fa-
cilities.  In addition, there is growing demand for online 
inspections and diagnosis of equipment to be carried 
out while continuing to generate power.  Fuji Electric 
has retrofitted existing steam turbines in Taiwan and 
increased the output.  We have also established a tech-
nology for diagnosing insulation deterioration through 
online analysis of the gas components generator rotors.  
In the future, we will continue to proactively propose 
our services to meet increasingly sophisticated needs, 
while also strongly promoting on-shore and on-site field 
services in Japan and key overseas markets.

In the field of hydro power generation, the contin-

ued influence of FIT has created an unprecedented 
amount of demand throughout Japan, not only to de-
velop new small- and medium-sized hydroelectric power 
plants, but to also replace power plants built during 
Japan’s hydro power development era 50 to 60 years 
ago.  By utilizing three-dimensional flow analysis tech-
nology to best fit each power plant, these plants are 
not only expanding their power output but also signifi-
cantly increasing the annual availability of the power 
plants.  We will also propose environmentally friendly, 
oil-free technologies that do not use hydraulics, as well 
as next-generation hydroelectric power generation fa-
cilities that achieve better maintainability and longer 
lifespans.

In the field of solar power generation, we com-
pleted EPC contracts for the Suzuran Kushiro-cho  
Solar Power Plant (92.2 MW DC, 59.4 MW AC), Tsu 
Hakusan Solar Power Plant (23.4 MW DC, 18 MW AC) 
and Kuji Samuraihama Solar Power Plant (12 MW DC,  
8.5 MW AC).  In particular, the Suzuran Kushiro-cho 
Solar Power Plant, which also utilizes a lithium-ion 
storage battery system, is one of the largest facilities 
in Japan that meets the technical requirements of 
Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc. for output fluctuation 
mitigation measures (effective power fluctuation sup-
pression at the interconnection point of 1% per minute).  
The Kuji Samuraihama Solar Power Plant has satisfied 
the technical requirements from Tohoku Electric Power 
Co., Inc. of less than 2% voltage fluctuation (voltage 
deviation ΔV ) at the interconnection point by utilizing 
the reactive power compensation functionality of PCSs.  
Furthermore, we have launched large-capacity PCSs 
(1,500 V DC, 2,500 kVA) for solar power generation. 
One of our affiliates in Southeast Asia has participated 
in a project for a special economic zone and undertook 
two EPC projects for 5-MW AC plants (with storage 
batteries), including four sets of the large-capacity 
model.  We will continue to actively develop our busi-
ness in this field, particularly in the Southeast Asian 
market where expansion is expected due to the large 
amount of land suitable for large-scale power plants.

In the field of wind power generation, planning and 
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construction have started for large-scale wind farms, 
both onshore and offshore, in the Hokkaido and Tohoku 
regions.  In addition to providingg grid stabilization 
systems that combine storage batteries and PCSs, Fuji 
Electric will actively work on EPC projects for wind 
power generation facilities.

In the field of fuel cells, we shipped six phosphoric 
acid fuel cells to South Korea and four to Germany.  We 
plan to continue focusing on projects that utilize hydro-
gen, since it is gaining attention for its ability to reduce 
CO2 emissions.

In the field of nuclear power, we have provided 
technologies and products for earthquake resistance, 
fire protection and fire extinguishing that comply with 
the new regulatory standards to restart nuclear power 
plants and promote the construction of reprocessing 

plants and MOX fuel plants.  In regard to the decom-
missioning of nuclear power plants, we have been pro-
gressing in fuel extraction and cleaning for the Monju 
prototype fast breeder reactor, while also designing 
cement solidification facilities for disposing of waste 
created by the decommissioning work.  In addition, we 
are also developing new technologies to stabilize radio-
active waste generated during the operation and decom-
missioning of nuclear facilities.  

Fuji Electric will continue to focus on its power gen-
eration businesses, including those for geothermal, hy-
dro, and storage battery equipped solar and wind power 
plants, in order to contribute to the realization of a 
low-carbon society and improve the resilience of power 
infrastructure.

Fig.1  Rendering of completed Onikobe Geothermal Power Plant

1  Receiving Order for Power Generation Equipment of Onikobe Geothermal Power Plant Operated by Electric Power Development Co., Ltd.
In August 2019, Fuji Electric received an comprehen-

sive order to design, procure, manufacture, install and com-
mission the power generation equipment for the Onikobe 
Geothermal Power Plant (rated output at generator termi-
nal: 14.9 MW) operated by Electric Power Development Co., 
Ltd. The main equipment of steam turbines, generators and 
condensers is designed, manufactured and delivered by our 
Kawasaki Factory.

The power plant uses a single-stage flash system that uti-
lizes underground steam and hot water.

Since the plant will be built in a snowy area, it is de-
signed to improve reliability by taking into account the im-
pact of snow loads and the outside temperature, as well as the 
need for freeze protection measures, stabley supplying elec-
tricity throughout the year.

Design work is being carried out in preparation for the 
start of operations in April 2023.

Thermal and Geothermal Power Generation

Fig.2  Newly manufactured medium-pressure rotor

2  Performance Improvement by Retrofitting Existing Steam Turbines
Fuji Electric delivered four 600-MW steam turbine power 

generation facilities to the Mailiao Thermal Power Plant lo-
cated on the west coast of central Taiwan.  The steam tur-
bines have been providing a stable supply of electricity to the 
whole country ever since their start of operation 20 years ago.  
Recently, we retrofitted the power generation equipment to 
improve their performance.

The power plant’s steam turbines consist of 4 casing 
structures (high-pressure × 1, medium-pressure × 1, low- 
pressure × 2).  As part of the retrofitting, we manufactured 
a rotor and internal casing using the latest 3D blade design 
for the Unit-1 medium-pressure steam turbine to improve its 
performance.  Operations resumed in February 2020 follow-
ing the completion of the on-site replacement work.

We have received similar orders for the plant’s Unit-2 and 
Unit-3 steam turbines, which we plan to perform replacement 
in 2021.
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Generator

Fig.3  Example of generator gas analysis

3  Online Gas Analysis for Deterioration Diagnosis of Rotating Machinery Stator Winding
The insulation of the stator winding in a generator de-

teriorates over time due to the combined impact of electri-
cal, mechanical, thermal and environmental stresses asso-
ciated with its operation.  In particular, as the insulation 
surface of the stator winding deteriorates, partial discharge 
occurs, leading to the generation of corrosive gases such as 
ozone (O3) and nitrogen oxide (NOX).  In addition, the corro-
sive gas reacts with the moisture in the air to produce nitric 
acid (HNO3), which can corrode the metal parts inside the 
generator and cause damage to them, possibly resulting in a 
sudden accident.

In order to prevent such accidents from occurring, Fuji 
Electric has developed a patented method to estimate the de-
gree of deterioration of the insulation surface of the stator 
winding by quantitatively measuring the O3 and NOX using 
a simple measurement system during operation.  We plan to 
use this deterioration diagnosis technology to provide opti-
mal maintenance and repair plans.

Thermal and Geothermal Power Generation

Fig.4  Appearance of the test structure of seismic verification testing

1  Seismic Verification Test for MOX Fuel Plant
Fuji Electric is designing and manufacturing MOX fuel 

processing facilities for Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited.  The 
facilities handle nuclear fuel materials in sealed containers 
called glove boxes (GBs).  An important function of GBs is to 
prevent the nuclear fuel materials from leaking to the outside 
(i.e., confinement function).  When evaluating the confinement 
function, the tolerance value corresponds to the response ac-
celeration (acceleration at which the ability to maintain the 
functionality was verified) of the GB that had been previously 
confirmed to have no leakages via seismic verification testing.  
In recent years, however, higher tolerance values are being 
required since the magnitude of expected earthquakes is in-
creasing.  In FY2016, Fuji Electric conducted seismic verifica-
tion tests on our GBs and confirmed that they could maintain 
their functionality at response accelerations that exceeded 
conventional values (e.g., 5.7 G).  Based on these results, we 
designed and performed seismic calculations for the GBs and 
related equipment in FY2018 and FY2019.  In the future, we 
plan to manufacture these types of equipment in preparation 
of the completion of the MOX fuel processing facilities.

Nuclear Related Equipment
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Fig.5  System concept of a heat-storage type small modular HTGR

2  Small Modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor with Heat Storage System
Nuclear power is positioned as a possible option for 

achieving decarbonization in the future.  Fuji Electric is de-
veloping a heat-storage small modular high-temperature gas-
cooled reactor (HTGR) in collaboration with Toshiba Energy 
Systems & Solutions Corporation.  We started creating the 
conceptual design in FY2019. The system combines a small 
HTGR, which is a nuclear reactor with inherent safety fea-
tures, with a steam turbine and a molten salt heat storage 
system that has demonstrated in some solar thermal power 
generation projects.  The system takes advantage of the re-
actor outlet temperature more than 700°C of the HTGR to 
efficiently store energy and regulate power generation. It is 
capable of responding to fluctuations in renewable energy 
generation.

By utilizing the HTGR technology that we have accu-
mulated through our experience with the High Temperature 
Engineering Test Reactor, we plan to commercialize small 
HTGRs by 2030 and provide practical application of heat-
storage types by 2050.
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Fig.7  “PVI1500CJ-3/2500”

2  5-MW Mega Solar Power Plant with Storage Battery for Special Economic Zones in Southeast Asia
In Japan, the number of new large-scale solar power 

plant projects has been declining, but in other countries, the 
number of new projects has been increasing.  Particularly in 
Southeast Asia, the demand for electricity is expected to in-
crease due to the increase in the working-age population and 
growth of the economy.  There are high expectations for so-
lar power due to the abundance of solar radiation in the re-
gion.  Fuji Electric has been working on a solar power gen-
eration project in Southeast Asia from FY2019.  Recently, in 
collaboration with our affiliates in the region, we received 
two engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) con-
tracts for the special economic zones.  Each solar power plant 
is equipped with lithium-ion batteries to provide peak cut and 
nighttime power supply.  The output at the interconnection 
point of each plant is 5 MW.  The new “PVI1500CJ-3 /2500” 
PCSs for solar power plants utilized for these power plants 
are smaller than conventional products, featuring a single-
unit capacity of 2,500 kW and maximum efficiency of 98.7%.

Fig.8  Delivered phosphoric acid fuel cells

3  Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell for South Korea-Based Yuil Industry Co., Ltd.
In South Korea, there is active support and accelerating 

adoption of new and renewable energy sources, including fuel 
cells.

In 2017, Fuji Electric began delivering 100-kW phos-
phoric acid fuel cells to small- and medium-sized power pro-
ducers in South Korea.  There are currently 17 units in oper-
ation.  In particular, during FY2017, we delivered five units 
to Yuil Industry Co., Ltd., located in the southern west part 
of South Korea.  Due to their stable operation performance, 
three additional units were delivered in FY2019.  The instal-
lation of eight units at the same site is the largest number of 
units installed by Fuji Electric in South Korea.  Yuil Industry 
sells the 800 kW of electricity generated by the fuel cells to 
electric power utilities.  We plan to use the results of this 
project to expand the adoption of fuel cells, mainly for small- 
and medium-scale electricity sales and cogeneration projects.

Fig.6  Kuji Samuraihama Solar Power Plant

1  Completion of Reactive Power Regulating Mega Solar (Kuji Samuraihama Solar Power Plant)
Fuji Electric received an engineering, procurement and con-

struction (EPC) contract for a solar power plant to be constructed 
in Kuji City, Iwate Prefecture for Mirai Soden Samuraihama 
LLC. The power plant is connected to a 66-kV extra-high-voltage 
grid and has an output of 8.5 MW.

A static var compensator (SVC) is usually utilized to keep the 
voltage fluctuation rate of the grid due to solar power output fluc-
tuations within ±2% of the appropriate range.  However, use of a 
large and heavy SVC was not possible this time because of lack 
of space for installation.

In order to solve this problem, we developed a system that 
adds reactive power adjustment function to a solar power gener-
ation PCS and controls grid voltage fluctuations in combination 
with a control controller (PLC).  The reactive power is controlled 
within the range of ±4.6 Mvar at an output of 8.5 MW to keep the 
voltage fluctuation rate for the grid within the appropriate range.

New Energy
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Vending Machines
There has been growing demand in the vending ma-

chine market in China and Southeast Asia due to rising 
labor costs and the rapid adoption of cashless payments.  
Furthermore, the number of foreign residents in Japan 
has increased by approximately 5% a year since 2012, 
and the number of tourists visiting Japan has also in-
creased by approximately 20% a year.  Spending by 
inbound visitors reached 4.8 trillion yen in 2019, with 
foreign residents and visiting tourists accounting for a 
large share of the Japanese economy.

In 2020, COVID-19 took the world by storm, greatly 
impacting the worldwide economy, but it has also be-
come a starting point for changing the way we live 
our daily lives.  As an alternative to face-to-face sales, 
vending machines do not need to be staffed to sell prod-
ucts and are expected to play a role in the future.  New 
uses for vending machines have already begun, such 
as selling face masks and other public health products.  
Distribution sites require rational management that 
balances supply and demand. Since imbalance between 
supply and demand is one of the factors that cause food 
loss and missed sales opportunities, it is often said that 
the way to solve this problem is to improve the informa-
tion infrastructure for the entire supply chain.  Efforts 
are also being made for vending machine operation to 
improve efficiency in delivering products to vending ma-
chines, collecting cash and collecting empty cans.  It is 
against this background that we are promoting smart 
vending machines and developing a comprehensive 
vending machine management support service with in-
formation coordination.  We have also developed new 
functions for the global markets and user convenience, 
such as a QR code payments and multi-language op-
erational guidance. These functions facilitate the users' 
operation, which has already become commonplace in 
Japan, so that vending machines can be used in a va-
riety of situations.  We have added a large LCD touch 
panel to cold beverage dispensers used in hotels and 
food service areas to give guidance about the products 
and an operating procedure in a language selected from 
five different ones. In addition, another function enables 

users to mix multiple beverages and adjust the strength 
of the carbonation to suit their preferences, delivering 
an enjoyable experience for the user.

Japan’s population peaked in 2008 and has been 
declining ever since. As a result, it is said that the 
country’s population will continue to age, and by 2035, 
one in three people will be over the age of 65.  Nursing 
homes are on the increase, but the number of the care 
staff at nursing homes has not kept pace with the in-
crease in workload.  In 2017, pneumonia accounted for 
9.9% of deaths in Japan, and about 70% of deaths from 
pneumonia in the elderly were due to aspiration pneu-
monia.  One factor in aspiration pneumonia is dyspha-
gia, which is caused by aging.  A good way to prevent 
accidental swallowing is considered to appropriately 
thicken the beverage.  Nursing homes provide thick-
ened beverages to care receivers when they take a meal 
or medication, but it takes time to stir and adjust the 
temperature to suit the care receivers.  Fuji Electric 
developed the industry’s first automatic tea server that 
automatically prepares thickened beverages with a suit-
able consistency for each individual care receiver using 
in-cup mixing mechanism at the touch of a button.  This 
machine can help reduce the workload for nursing care 
workers.

We plan to continue developing products that sup-
port the rapid expansion of a borderless society and 
speedy creation of new lifestyles, as well as healthy liv-
ing up to 100 years old and beyond.

Store Distribution
It is important to consumers who visit stores that 

commercial spaces be kept clean and pleasant.  Fuji 
Electric has been conducting independent research on 
how to maintain comfortable store environments for 
several years now.  For example, it is necessary to main-
tain an appropriate temperature inside the store, which 
will vary from season to season, and maintain  proper 
ventilation in the kitchen and restrooms.  We discov-
ered that if the ventilation points were out of balance, 
heat,  humidity and dust would flow into the store from 
the outside when the automatic doors were opened by 
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customers.  As a result, there would be a greater load on 
the air conditioning system and the store would require 
more frequent cleaning of floor surfaces and air condi-
tioning filters.  By developing a technology to maintain 
an appropriate pressure inside the store by finely con-
trolling the intrusion of outside air depending on the 
pressure differences inside and outside the store, we 

reduced air conditioning power consumption by approxi-
mately 10% and reduced the frequency of filter cleaning 
by approximately 50%.

It is our goal to continuously contribute to society 
by responding flexibly to the challenges of the retail in-
dustry that rapidly vary according to the changes in the 
social environment.

Fig.1  “Mercury”

1  “Mercury” Cold Beverage Dispenser with Touch Panel for Suntory Beverage Solution Limited
Fuji Electric has developed the new “Mercury” cold bev-

erage dispenser equipped with a touch panel for Suntory 
Beverage Solution Limited.  This beverage dispenser im-
proves user satisfaction by creating a sense of excitement and 
fun in the dispenser’s free drink corner.  The main features 
are as follows:
(1) Using the large 15-inch touch panel, users can mix bev-

erages and adjust the carbonation strength according to 
their preferences, allowing them to enjoy more than 100 
types of beverages instead of the 18 conventional ones.

(2) Product information and operation flow can be displayed 
in five different languages, enabling it to support the 
needs of overseas visitors.

(3) The use of a new type of tube pump makes it possible to 
serve all beverages at a single location so that users can-
not fail to place the glass at the right location.

(4) Innovative  appearance

Vending Machines

Vending IT Service

When paying
 with QR code

Select a payment 
brand

并选择支付方式

Select a payment 
brand

并选择支付方式

Vending IT Service

When selecting 
a brand

Fig.  “F-ID-QRPT”

2  “F-ID-QRPT” QR Code Payment Device
Fuji Electric has developed the “F-ID-QRPT” QR code 

payment device for vending machines that supports overseas 
visitors and cashless society.  The device is equipped with a 
7-inch touch panel display that displays the QR code of pay-
ment URL information retrieved from the payment server.  
The QR code is then read by a smartphone’s camera to make 
the payment.  The main features are as follows:
(1) Supports multiple brands of payment:
 Alipay, WeChatPay, LINE Pay and PayPay.
(2) Supports the language of overseas visitors.
 Simultaneously displays the operating guidance in 

Chinese and Japanese.
(3) Aggregation of the usage details of vending machines (op-

tional service).
 Provides an aggregation service of the usage details of 

vending machines using a dedicated server.
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1  Positive Pressure Control System for Stores
There is growing demand for energy-saving store equip-

ment and labor-saving store operations.  When looking at 
the heat load of an entire store and the air flow in the store, 
Fuji Electric discovered that a large percentage of the heat 
load is occupied by the intrusion of outside air through the 
store doors due to differential pressure.  This greatly im-
pacts the load on the air conditioning system and showcases. 
Furthermore, dust and dirt enter the store with the outside 
air, increasing the burden of cleaning the store.  It is against 
this backdrop that we have developed a differential pres-
sure feedback control technology that minimizes the inside 
and outside differential pressure of the store in order to re-
duce the intrusion of outside air.  By using this technology in 
combination with a careful design of the ventilation points 
and air flow paths, it is possible to decrease air conditioning 
power consumption by about 10% and reduce the frequency of 
cleaning the air conditioning system and showcase filters by 
50% by controlling the intrusion of dust and dirt.

Store Distribution
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Fundamental and  
Advanced Technologies

Fundamental Technology

Advanced Technology

Fuji Electric focuses on developing competitive com-
ponents, systems that utilize these components, and 
solutions to create new customer value and solve social 
problems, while at the same time engaging in research 
and development of fundamental and advanced technol-
ogies for these products.  From a medium- to long-term 
perspective, we have been strengthening our technolo-
gies especially in eight fundamental technologies, in-
cluding insulation, EMC, materials and simulation, as 
well as advanced technologies, including power electron-
ics, power devices, and analytics and AI.

We are also working on the research and develop-
ment of gallium nitride (GaN) based vertical MOSFETs 
as next-generation power devices.  In FY2019, we suc-
cessful demonstrated the transistor operation of high 
blocking voltage and low on-resistance on the world’s 
first vertical GaN-MOSFET transistor that we made 
using an ion implantation process.  In addition, we are 
using first-principles calculations to analyze impurities 
in the gate dielectric of  GaN-MOSFETs to further im-
prove their performance.

For future power electronics equipment, we are also 
conducting research on ultra-high power density power 
units for motor drive by combining advanced tech-
nologies, such as insulation, bonding, thermal cooling, 
power electronics, SiC power devices and packaging.  To 
date, we have achieved a power density that is 20 times 
higher than that of inverters that use conventional tech-
nology.  We will continue to advance our research and 
apply the technology we have cultivated through it in 
the development of power electronics equipment.

Furthermore, we are enhancing our insulation eval-
uation technology to further improve the safety of power 
equipment and power electronics equipment.  As a part 
of this effort, we have developed an insulation evalu-
ation technology that can simulate an environment 
that combines electrical, mechanical and environmental 
loads.  We are currently using this technology to verify 
the insulation of equipment under harsher-than-usual 
combined environmental stresses.  

We have developed a new type of air-cooled con-
denser capable of significantly improving heat exchange 

performance by utilizing a specially designed high-
efficiency fin and irregular-pitch for the fin-tube group 
arrangement.  It contributes to reducing the size of the 
equipment for geothermal binary power plants and in-
creasing net power output.  The condenser is set to un-
dergo field testing.

We have utilized laser-induced breakdown spectros-
copy to develop a technology for performing in-line, au-
tomatic measurement of material components to prevent 
outflow of defective members and lot rejection on pro-
duction lines for rubber and metal materials.  We will 
conduct verification tests to examine the application to 
products for factory automation.  

We have developed an edge-controller-based model 
predictive control technology and model automatic ad-
justment technology that can be installed in a program-
mable controller to facilitate the stable operation of 
chemical plants.  The model automatic adjustment tech-
nology makes it possible to achieve stable control even 
when the plant ages.

We have developed a technology for visualizing the 
diagnosis reason of AI for image recognition. The tech-
nology can be applied to the appearance inspection sys-
tems of industrial products.  Unlike the past, the tech-
nology enables the diagnosis reason of AI to be clarified 
and makes it possible for inspectors to judge the validity 
of the decisions.  We intend to verify the effectiveness of 
this technology by using it on the inspection lines in our 
own factories.

We have created a simulation technology that uses 
a combination of the Lagrangian multiphase flow model 
and liquid film model to numerically estimate liquid 
film formation due to droplets hitting a wall and re-
scattering of droplets from liquid films.  We will use this 
technology to further improve the performance of steam 
turbines and marine scrubbers.

Fuji Electric will thoroughly be strengthening its 
fundamental technologies through the use of digital 
technology, while at the same time continue to take on 
the challenge of new advanced technologies with the 
aim of creating a responsible and sustainable society.
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Fig.1  Combined environment simulated insulation evaluation system and experiment example

1  Electrical Insulation Evaluation Technology That Simulates Combined Environmental Stress
Power electronics equipment is becoming used in harsh 

environments, such as on the sea and the high altitudes due 
to the expanding of its applications.  The challenge is that 
conventional insulation tests do not fully simulate the com-
bined environment stress that occurs on the sea or in the high 
altitudes.  Against this backdrop, Fuji Electric developed a 
new insulation reliability evaluation technology that simu-
lates combined environmental stress by combining electrical 
loads, mechanical loads, and environmental loads including 
air pressure and contamination.  It is becoming clear that the 
breakdown voltage drops to approximately 25% in the harsh-
est environments compared with typical environments.

This technology is suitable for verifying the insulation 
properties of equipment under combined environmental 
stress and selecting insulation distances and insulation ma-
terials not susceptible to damage from surroundings. It thus 
contributes to delivering safe power electronics equipment.

Fundamental Technology

High permittivity resin

100 mm

Low permittivity resin

Permittivity 
grade

Fig.2  Insulating spacers made of a permittivity functionally graded material (ε-FGM)

2  Electric Field Relaxation and High Insulation Technology Using a Permittivity Functionally Graded Material
Fuji Electric has been participating in a NEDO project 

since 2017 and developed a highly functional insulating ma-
terial to develop compact and reliable high-voltage power 
equipment, which is pivotal in providing a stable supply of 
electricity.

While working on the project, we developed a technol-
ogy for a permittivity functionally graded material (ε -FGM) 
that allows insulating materials to be any desired value 
in relative permittivity ε r to optimally control the electric 
field strength.  We developed a prototype insulating spacer 
(equivalent to 245 kV) for gas-insulated switchgear (GIS) 
that is 30% smaller than conventional ones by applying the  
ε -FGM.  We performed a lightning impulse withstand volt-
age test to confirm that it satisfied the IEC’s standard value 
of 1,050 kV.  This demonstrated that miniaturization could 
be achieved.

We plan to verify the long-term reliability of the insulat-
ing material and application in insulated bus bars to facili-
tate practical use.

Direction of external magnetic field Electrode Arc

Arc-
extinguishing 
wall surface

Arc

Electrode

Direction of the 
Lorentz force (radial)

Current direction

Arc-extinguishing wall

Fig.3  Observation of arc stretching using Lorentz force

3  DC Switching Technology for Low Voltage Circuits
Increased grid-load capacity and feed capacity is creating 

growing demand for a DC switch that can cut off higher cur-
rent and voltage than those of previous products.

To cut off the DC current, the arc voltage in the arc- 
extinguishing chamber needs to be increased above the 
power supply voltage.  By combining actual observations of 
arc with the magnetic field design (analysis) for applying a 
desired magnetic field distribution to the arc, Fuji Electric 
developed a technology to calculate the arc length required 
for cut-off and the magnetic flux density required to extend 
the arc using the Lorentz force.  We are using this technol-
ogy to optimize the magnetic field distribution in an arc- 
extinguishing chamber and the chamber size in the develop-
ment of DC switches capable of handling higher current and 
voltage than previous products.
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4  Container Management Technology for Remotely Controlling Software
Microservices technology divides software into small 

units called containers and combines them to facilitate sys-
tem construction and modification.  This technology has been 
attracting attention but faces the challenge of increased la-
bor hours required to select and implement the needed items 
from a large number of containers.  As a countermeasure, 
Fuji Electric developed a container control technology that 
uses a management server to remotely monitor software in 
edge controllers and in on-premises servers used in factory 
IoT systems to automate multiple control tasks.  System ad-
ministrators can monitor the status of distributed containers 
from the list in a single screen, and automate operations such 
as stopping and updating software.  This enables them to re-
duce their labor hours to only 4% that of previous approaches, 
allowing them to respond more quickly to customer requests.

Fundamental Technology
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5  Multivariable Control Scheme for Anti-Sway Control in Overhead Crane Systems
Multivariable control deals with more than one control 

input and output at the same time.  This project proposes a 
robust and multivariable control against disturbances and 
model variation, and the method is applied to three dimen-
sional overhead crane systems.

The features of the proposed method are as follows:
(1) Fast carrying

The method controls the three dimensions at the same 
time, so that it can shorten the shipping time to one third 
compared to the conventional method (where one dimension 
is controlled at a time).
(2) Robust against disturbance

The method decreases the sway width on average by 
46.4% in disturbance response.
(3) Tuning-less

The proposed method achieves better control perform-
ance when up to 50% model variations such as the weight of 
the payload and rope length are applied.
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Fig.6  Molecular modeling and analysis of Ga impurities in an insulating film

6  Analysis of the Effect of Impurities on the GaN-MOSFET Gate Dielectric Using First-Principles Calculations
One of the major causes of degraded device performance 

is trace impurities.  In order to elucidate the impact of these 
impurities, Fuji Electric has developed an impurity analysis 
technique that uses first-principles calculations.  Applying 
this technique, we analyzed Ga impurities associated with 
GaN substrates that are existed in the gate dielectric of  
GaN-MOSFETs to verify the impact on the threshold volt-
age.  We used calculations to evaluate the previously hard-to- 
analyze Ga stable position in the gate dielectric and its charge 
state.  We found that Ga is stable in the interstitial position 
and is positively charged.  This suggests that Ga in the dielec-
tric lowers the threshold voltage, confirming our experimen-
tal results.  We plan to reduce Ga impurities and apply the 
technique to search for uncharged states to improve the per-
formance of GaN-MOSFETs.  Furthermore, this technique is 
promising to be horizontally applied to other materials such 
as metals and resins.
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1  World’s First 1,200-V Vertical GaN-MOSFETs Fabricated Using Ion Implantation Process
Vertical gallium nitride (GaN) metal-oxide-semiconductor 

field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) [see Fig.(a)] are expected 
to be the next generation of power switching devices with 
lower loss than silicon carbide (SiC).  In terms of cost and 
reliability, realization of vertical GaN MOSFETs essentially 
need to control the structure using ion implantation (I / I).

Fuji Electric has achieved MOSFETs with a high block-
ing voltage of 1,200 V by using the sequential implantation 
of magnesium (Mg) and nitrogen (N) to form a p-type region.  
In addition, we have established a technique for controlling 
the resistance of the JFET region using oxygen (O) ion im-
plantation. By using these techniques, we succeeded in fab-
ricating a fine MOSFET structure on a free-standing GaN 
substrate and confirming its transistor operation with high 
blocking voltage and low on-resistance (Specific on-resist-
ance: 1.4 mΩcm2). We intend to improve the characteristics 
and aim for higher currents.

Advanced Technology
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2  1.2-kV SiC Superjunction MOSFETs
Fuji Electric has been developing a 1.2-kV trench-gate 

SiC superjunction MOSFETs (SiC-SJ-MOSFETs) on a 
4H-SiC substrate.  We formed an SJ structure by repeating 
multi-stage n-type epitaxial growth and Al ion implantation 
in the drift layer of a conventional trench-gate SiC-MOSFETs 
structure having a cell pitch of 5 μm.  The temperature de-
pendence of the specific on-resistance is smaller than that of 
conventional structures.  At a junction temperature of 175°C, 
the specific on-resistance has been reduced by 35% compared 
with conventional structures.  This reduction in loss contrib-
utes to size and weight reduction of equipment such as invert-
ers and other devices.

This research was carried out as part of a project of the 
joint research body Tsukuba Power Electronics Constellations 
(TPEC).

(Unit: mm)

72

64

99

Fig.9  37-kW motor drive power unit

3  Ultra-High Power Density Power Unit Equipped with SiC-MOSFETs
Fuji Electric has been conducting research and develop-

ment on ultra-high power density motor-drive inverter power 
units by combining advanced technologies such as insula-
tion, bonding, thermal cooling, power electronics, and SiC-
MOSFET modules.  We achieved a compact size of W99 ×  
D64 × H72 (mm) in 37-kW forced air cooling systems using 
the following results.
(1) Power loss has been reduced by 70% and power density 

increased to 20 times that of conventional IGBT-based in-
verters.

(2) A laminated multilayered printed circuit board has been 
used for the power circuit to reduce wiring inductance, 
control heat generation, and ensure isolating distances 
that comply with safety standards.
We will apply this high power density technology to a 

wide range of fields.
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4  Active Gate Drive Technology for SiC-MOSFETs
SiC devices are expected to contribute to the compact-

ness and efficiency of power electronics applications because 
of their high speed and low loss operating performance.

Fuji Electric has been simultaneously developing SiC de-
vices and an active gate drive technology to maximize the 
performance of these devices.  This technology is character-
ized by a unique gate drive system that controls the gate cur-
rent flow period to control drain-source voltage change rate 
and surge voltage.  This enables it to suppress turn-off surge 
voltage and reduce turn-off loss.  As shown in the figure, we 
have confirmed that turn-off loss can be reduced by approx-
imately 35% while maintaining the same level of normal- 
driving surge voltage as before.  This technology will be ap-
plied to our products.

Advanced Technology
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5  Heat Exchanger Technology with the Evaporative Cooling Method for the Outdoor Unit of Cooling Systems
The revision and enforcement of the “Act on the Rational 

Use of Energy” is requiring supermarkets and convenience 
stores to save more energy than ever before.  Moreover, it is 
also problem that cooling load is increasing due to abnormally 
outdoor air temperature rising in recent years.  To help solve 
these problems, Fuji Electric has been developing a heat ex-
change technology with the evaporative cooling method that 
can be used in combination with outdoor units to assist in 
the cooling of the refrigerant.  The heat exchange technology 
saves energy and increase heat release performance of the 
cooling system simultaneously.

This technology features a cooling structure that uses the 
evaporative latent heat of water.  A small amount of water can 
be used to achieve efficient cooling by adding a water reten-
tion layer with special material to the surface of the heat ex-
changer.  For example, it enables a 28-kW class outdoor unit 
to increase the amount of heat release by 3 kW in summer, and 
it obtains energy savings 10% annually.  This means that the 
outdoor units using the technology can provide cooling per-
formance in summer as much as that in spring or autumn.
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6  Edge-Controller-Based Model Predictive Control Capable of Automatic Model Adjustment
Fuji Electric has been developing model predictive con-

trol (MPC) for edge controllers, which can run on the 
“MICREX-SX” programmable logic controllers (PLCs).  
Conventional MPC requires a high-performance PC because 
control is performed while solving optimization problems 
that minimize the error between predicted future control re-
sponses and the control target.

Our recently developed edge-controller-based MPC can be 
installed as a function block in PLCs, which have low calcula-
tion resources, by applying a formula manipulation technol-
ogy to pre-calculate the optimum gain at the control system 
design stage.  In addition, we have developed an automatic 
model adjustment technology that can automatically readjust 
the plant model configured in the PLC according to the meas-
urement data during operation.  This enables the model to re-
spond to time-dependent changes of the plant.  This technol-
ogy will contribute to stable plant operations.
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7  Precise Simulation Model Developed with AI
When developing showcase control software, it has not 

been possible to reproduce all of the different operating and 
failure conditions attributable to seasonal environments.

Fuji Electric has developed a technology to identify the 
parameters of physical simulation models, such as those for 
refrigerators and showcases, using AI technology and field 
data.  This enabled us to create a precise hardware-in-the-
loop simulation (HILS) testing environment.  This has made 
it easy to reproduce various conditions on a computer, result-
ing in significantly faster development times.

We expect that this technology will be used in engineer-
ing tasks, such as determining refrigerant pipe length and 
store layout, as well as in abnormality sign detection and con-
trol optimization.

Advanced Technology
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8  Technology for Visualizing Diagnosis Reason of Image Recognition AI
In recent years, there has been growing need for visual inspec-

tion systems with AI technology, which is more accurate and stable 
than conventional visual inspection systems for industrial products.  
However visual inspection systems that use image recognition AI 
have not been widely used in the shop floor because it has been dif-
ficult to clarify the basis for decision making and confirm the valid-
ity of the results.  To address this issue, Fuji Electric developed the 
technology to visualize the regions on the input image that are “im-
portant” for AI’s decision using the following procedure: 
(1) Calculates the influence on the output results based on the fea-

ture map of the image recognition AI (data array of features ex-
tracted from the images).

(2) Determines the importance to the output results based on the 
calculated influence. 

(3) Feedback the determined importance to the input image and 
highlight the regions important for discrimination using a heat 
map. 
This visualization technology will enable field personnel to de-

termine the validity of the decision results of an image recognition 
AI.  We plan to apply this technology to our inspection lines to im-
prove productivity.
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9  Automatic In-Line Component Measurement Using Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
In recent years, there has been a growing demand in 

factory automation for continuous monitoring of production 
materials to prevent the outflow of defective materials and 
lot rejection on production lines.  To meet this demand, Fuji 
Electric has developed a technology for in-line automatic 
measurement of various components in a material using  
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS).  LIBS is a 
technology for measuring the amount of elements contained 
in a material by irradiating the material with a laser and 
measuring the plasma generated from the material using 
spectroscopy.  By applying this technology to production 
lines, we expect that it will improve the efficiency and sophis-
tication of quality assurance.

In the future, we intend to conduct verification tests for 
applying the technology to production lines for rubber, metal, 
and semiconductors.
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